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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Nov. 20. Extensive dam
age to wheat on the stormswept Ar

CELEBRATION
REJOICING
OF

IN

BEGIN-

REVOLT

gentine pampas gave the price of the
cereal today a sudden upward jerk.
Opening figures here were the same
ah Snturday night to Vfe higher. May
to 101, a gain of
started at M
to V, and then jumped to 101.
Corn, apnearfd to be over but ral-':;OTin to the strength of wheaL
May opened unchanged to a shade
to 64, touched 64
lower at U
and recovered to 65.
Oats suffered from lack of demand.
May started at Saturday night's level, 50 cents and eased off to
Heavy selling on the part of a leading packing concern made provisions
weak. Initial sales showed a drop
of.f. to W cents with May at $16.65
to $9.52
io $16.70 for pork: $9.47
for lard and $8.70 for ribs.
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Washington, Nov. 20. Richard V.
CUT-OF- F
Landabury, counsel for the United
States Steel corporation made
the Stanley Steel trust invesII
tigating committee today to a continuance of hearing, In view of the
government's suit against the Steel
corporation.
He argued that to continue
the
hearing would be against the proviDISTRICT ATTORNEY
M'CANLESS sions of the resolution of congress SANTA FE'S NEW IMPROVEMENT
authorizing inquiry into acts not unTELLS COURT OF HATCHIS CHARTERED IN KANSAS AS
der investigation by the government.
ING OF PLOT
INDEPENDENT
COMPANY
The committee at once went, into executive session. After lengthy delibA
HIREG
BARBER
TO AID eration it was decided to postpone CONSTRUCTION
HAS
BEGUN
further consideration of the objecTHE RAZOR WIELDER TOOK MISS tion until the assembling of the full LINE WILL ELIMINATE
HEAVY
committee.
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ture was made, but all save the cap
two privates escaped.
OF
Secretary Stlmson is in constant
communication with General Duncan
and has instructed the latter to coI NTO
operate with the agents of the depart- ment of justice.
All this is beine done, it is said, be
cause President Taft believes the
American peope should give the Mexi
cans a fair chance to test their new
THIS WILL OCCUR IF THREE MRS. GERTRUDE PATTERSON
government without interference.
JURORS IN M'NAMARA TRIAL
PLACED ON TRIM. FOR MUR-

tain and

INTO SUDDEN

MONDAY,
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CHAMBERLAIN

THEY

DID
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OUT RIDING;

GRADES
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AND
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MILES OF TRACK
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THE UNITED STATES IS READY
WILL

NEUTRALITY
PRESERVE
AND PREVENT FILIBUSTER.
ING EXPEDITIONS

El Paso, Nov. 20. This city was
greatly excited early today by sounds
of firing at Juarez, at first supposed
to be an attack by Reyistas on the
federal garrison. It developed, however, that the discharge of firearms
was incidental to a celebration by the
garrison of the anniversary of the
Madero revolution, which ended in
driving Porfirio Diaz from the presi
dency of the Mexican republic.
The firing of the celebrants lasted
an hour or more, the number of shots
fired being estimated at a thousand.
El Pasoans were aroused from their
slumbers and flocked to the bridges
and the river bank to witness. If
possible, what they felt sure was a
battle.
This impression was deepend
by
the knowledge that the Juarez garrison has been on the alert for some
sudden developments in connection
with reports of revolutionary activities in which the name of General
Reyes, now under arrest by the United States government, has been particularly connected.
The Mexican officials doubled precautions after the arrest of General
Raves, fearing that any act might
precipitate trouble. The feeling of
anxiety over the situation spread in
a modified degree to those along the
Bide of the Rio Grande. When daylight arrived and it was possible for
reports to cross the river the true
situation was disclosed.
It was learned in addition that one
arrived in
hundred reinforcements
Chihuahua in time to participate In
the anniversary celebration. Considerable significance is attached by local observers to the fact that the
government has deemed it wise to
strengthen the force occupying Juarez.

4950.

THREE HUNDRED MEN
WILL

mm

51RIKE

AT
ISLAND
ROCK
EMPLOYES
TRENTON, MO., SAY THEY
WILL QUIT WORK.

Trenton, Mo.,. Nov. 20. According
to shopmen employed here by the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway, they have received orders to
strike tomorrow. About 300 men are
affected. The company, evidently in
expectation of such action, has erect
ed a big board stockade, surmounded
by heavy barbed wire about its plant.
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THIS WOULD REQUIRE COURT TO EMIL
RETURN

PRACTICALLY

TO

BEGINNING OF CASE

StJSOUSS OF CHICAGO IS
SAID TO HAVE BEEN LOVER
OF THE MURDERESS.

WHILE ONE 'POURED
RUBBED

Ix8 Angeles, Nov. 20. Illness, the
Denver, Colo., Nov. 20. Gertrude
seeming evil genius of the McNamara Gibson Patterson was put on trial in
trial, dragged another talesman from the dingy West side court today,
the jury box today and threatened to charged with Ae murder, on Septem
ber 25, of her husband, Charles A. Patrake others. William 'Nicholson,
groceryman, asked and obtained an terson. At the time of the alleged
excuse from jury service because of murder, Patterson who came here
the illness of his wif, setting at from Chicago for his health, had only
naught the hours spent by opposing a fortnight or so to live.
counsel to learn if he could fairly and Few recognized the demure, graceful
impartially try James B. McNamara figure clad in a blue tailored gown,
for the murder of Charles .1. Hagger and the serene face lighted by large,
ty, a machinist killed in the Los A- dark eyes, as she entered the court
room. Not until she had passed withngles Times explosion a year ago.
Still in the box are F. D. Green, in the railing surrounding lawyers and
whose wife at Pomona Is reported newspaper men and taken a seat bethreatened with nervous prostration hind her attorney, O. N. Hilton, with
J. B. Sexton, whose brother ts at ier back squared to the crowd, did
the point of death, and Byron Lisk, the spectators realize that the prinin a story said to include
Who has asked to be excused
be cipal figure
romance with 'a Chicago millionaire,
cause of trouble with his eyes. These a
as well as the dark climax of murder,
three are sworn jurors and they rep was before
thera.
resent about three weeKs of hard
before 10. o'clock, the hour set
Long
court work.,
for beginlfing the session, the court
The list, however, does not end
was packed with a throng of
yard
a
Seaborn
with them.
Manning,
persons anxious to catch a glimpse of
rancher, who coughed at night, was the defendant.
excused ajL his own request, backed
The Patterson case will be the first
by a committee of talesmen. Samuel to be tried under the new
jury sys
Mendenhalt, another rancher, precipi tem in Colorado, by which the names
tated one of the dramatic scenes of of 4,000 taxpayers are
kept in a "jury
Phe trial when, with tears in his eyes,
wheel," from which they are taken
he refused to take the juror's oath haphazard. In the venire of 60
because his mother was critically ill. drawn today, it was noted that a large
He finally was sworn but was excus- number of the men were young. The
ed.
state is not particularly desirous of
F. W. Clarke, a retired undertaker, combating the influence of a beautiful
He had heart weman in distress before a jury of
completes the list.
men who may not have reached their
trouble.
Should Sexton, Green and Lisk be complete sentimental maturity.
The name of Emil Strouss, of Chiexcused, only two sworn jurors, Robert Bain and William Andre would be cago, a wealthy clothing manufacleft to show for six weeks of court turer, was brought into the case when
sessions.
Special Prosecutor Benson was exT. O. Sanderson, a venireman, was amining Venireman Lewis Cohen. He
excused later in the day because of asked Cohen If he was acquainted
his wife's illness, and ,1. R. Jackson with or had any dealings with the Cht- was excused for the same reason.
cagoan.
Fred De J. Meyer was excused on
account of bias, and P. A. McBurney,
a contractor, was challenged on the
same ground.
TEACHERS RETURN
The state resisted both challenges.
Each man said he believed McNamara
AND PUPILS MOURN
guilty.

contrary to all precedent to call a
strike without notifying the officials
of the road. We have received no notification yet."

MIKE DONLIN WILL

REJOIN THE GIANTS
WILL HOLD DOWN THE SUN GARDEN AND IS EXPECTED TO
MAKE GOOD

Order From Stimson
Washington, Nov. 20. Determined
New York, Nov. 30 Baseball fans
to stamp out filibustering expeditions
against Mexico, Secretary of War here today greeted with delight the
Stimson today authored t'.eneral announcement, unofficial, but apar-entlauthoritative that Mike Don-liDuncan, commanding the Department
the
neutrality
enforce
to
will
play right tield for the Giants
of Texas,
laws with vigor and to move the next season. It was declared that
dinegotiations have been practically FLOODS CAUSE
troops under his command within
visional limits without waiting orders concluded with the Boston Nationals
for Mike's, transfer to Manhattan in
from the department.
informed
also
Stimson
exchange for Jack Murray, and $3,000
Secretary
WATER FAMINE
General Duncan he would not lack in cash.
Since the defeat of the Giants in
for the cavalry and infantry needed
to prevent the organization of expedi the world's series, Manager McGraw
tions against Mexico. No additional has been casting about for a right SEATTLE IS FLOOD BOUND AND
ALL WESTERN WASHINGTON
troops have yet been ordered to Tex- fielder to take the place o Murray,
IS APPREHENSIVE.
In
one
hit
even
to
make
who failed
as, however.
series.
the
arrested
General Bernardo Reyes,
Donlin rejoined the Giants in the
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 20 With Sein San Antonio Saturday on a charge
out
after
attle
middle
laws
of
last
season,
of
being
the
facing a water famine and many
of violating the neutrality
United States, was arraigned today of the game several years, but was of the smaller towns west of the Casbefore United States Commissioner used by McGraw only as a pinch hit- cade mountains under water or cut
,
Edwards on a new warrant, which ter. He seemed to have slowed up off from communication with the out-and
of
side
loss
world
the
a
him
to
let
go
bridges
is
McGraw
decided
by
fugitive and
also charged that Reyes
the washing out of roads, the people
from Webb county, in the southern to Boston, where he made good.
of western Washington are anxiously
district of Texas, where Laredo is sitwatching for signs of subsidence of
uated. Reyes gave $10,000 bond.
the flood that has raged for more
ANOTHER AUTO ACCIDENT
The war department is moving with
than two days. The railroads that
the
20.
auto
One
with
Incipient
Savannah, Ga., Nov.
energy in dealing
transrebellion being fomented in Texas mobile driver was killed and another cross the Cascades with their
tied
are
continental
virtually
lines,
Madero's
govern- seriously hurt today in a smash up
against President
ment In Mexico. Secretary Stimson on the grand prize course nere. Joe up, the only outlet being over the
received a telegram today from Gen- Dawson, the Marmon driver was coast lines to Portland and then east
eral Duncan that Major Hagedorn, hurt and McNay, a Case pilot, was along the Columbia river.
commanding a battalion of the Twenty-t- killed.
hird
infantry, has captured, at LaTAFT'S COLD BETTER
redo, Juan Berigo, a captain, and two
20. President
Nov.
BATH TRUST CASES
Washington,
a
being
company
of
organized
privates
20.
Nov.
cold
The
was
Taft's
better
governtoday. The
Detroit,
In
service
there for revoluttonjary
Mexico.
Major Hagedorn also cap- ment's criminal case against the president intends to work in his libtured 40 guns, 20,000 rounds of am- firms and individuals in the Bath Tub rary on his message to congress and
munition and 50 dynamite bombs. trust will begin in the federal court ether important matters and will reThere were about 15 supposed revolu- here January 30, it was announced ceive cabinet officers and other officials there.
tionists in the house where the cap- - today.
n

UPON

NAKED

BODY

ANOTHER
HER

Lincoln Center, Kan., Nov. 20.
the Shady Bend "tar party" met
at the mill of E. G. Clark, one of the
wealthiest citizens of the community,
and arranged the details of the plot to
tar Misa Mary Chamberlain, the
school teacher whose frightful exper
fence at the hands of a band of men
and boys last August convulsed all
Kansas, was told on the witness stand
by Chester Anderson, one of the
"party" at the beginning of the trial
today.
The three men on trial today were
Sherill Clark, brother of E. G. Clark,
the miller who pleaded guilty, and
John Schmldtt and A. N. Simms, farmers. Anderson testified that they
were not members of the band who
actually "spread the tar" as they
came to the rendezvous on foot and
were unable to keep up with the oth
ers, who rode motorcycles.
County Attorney McCanless made
the opening statement for the prosecution. Narrating the entire history
of the case, he told how tf plot was
laid1 in Shady Bend August 7; how
Edward Ricord, the Beverly barber,
was hired to take Miss Chamberlain
out in a buggy on the pretense of es
corting her to a country dance and
then to deliver her over to the men
with the tar, hiding behind the fence.
He told how Chester Anderson and
Delbert. Kindelsparger had played the
highwaymen on the barber and the
How

,

Officials Not Notified.
Chicago, Nov. 20. Officials of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific rail
way said they had received n, word
that a strike of the shopmen would
begin in Trenton tomorrow.
"A strike may be called at any
time," it was said in the office of Vies
President Melcher, "but it will be

TAR

girl.

"They held up their buggy at the
point of pistols," McCanless declared.
"They took the young woman from
the buggy and threw her on the
ground.
They tore off her clothes,
and while one poured another rubbed
the tar upon her naked body. All of
the men wore masks."
While the three defendants had not
been at the actual "tarring" McCanless said, by their own boast, the
reason they were absent was because
they were unable to keep pace with
the motorcycles. They were equally
to blame with the others, he said.

GOVERNOR
REOPENED THIS MORN-INAFTER SHORT VACATION;

JOHNSON

SCHOOL

PEDAGOGUES

FOR LA FOLLETTE

PLEASED

After one of the most successful
sessions in the history of the Educational association of New Mexico the
last of the band of pedagogues from
the Meadow City returned from Sanafternoon. The
ta Fe yesterday
teachers left for the Ancient City
Wednesday afternoon and from the
time of their arrival in Santa Fe to
the time of their departure for home
the convention was one rouna or
proiftaible business meetings or enThe teachers
joyable entertainment.
of Las Vegas are exceedingly grateful for the hospitality extended them
by their fellow teachers in the Capi-

CALIFORNIA EXECUTIVE IS ALSO
IN FAVOR OF A PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY ELECTION

tal City.
School opened again this morning

Sacramento, Calif., Nov. 20. Governor Johnson came out squarely for
La Follette for president and a direct presidential primary, in a forma)
statement issued today.
Declaring
that while a joker In the primary law
of 1909 gave the party in power full
right to send a solid delegation for
La Follette, tie governor indicated
that he was sacrificing politics to
principle and would insist that the
people be given the right to name
first hand their choice, for president.
He pointed out that President Tait
had favored San Francisco in its fight
for the exposition which might swing
the voters of that city In the presi
dential favor. But even in the face
of this possibility and with the joker
in the law designed to perpetuate the
power of the old Southern Pacific
machine, the progressives would still
insist on a direct presidential preference primary, he said.

after the little vacation with the
students none the worse for their
holiday, but at the same time as sorrv on acount of the opening of
school as they were glad for its short
The holiday for Thanksgiv-taclosing.
la but a short time off, however,
and will give the children something
to think, about, besides their studies,
and the intervening days will whirl
past la short order. After that it
SUGAR STILL FALLING
will take good hard work on the part
New
for
loss
York, Nov. 20. All grades
the
make
to
up
of the pupils
of over a week in tb first half of the of refined sugar were reduced ten
cents a hundred pounds today.
school year.
g

DISTRICT COURT OPENS
MEANS

MUCH

TO LAS VEGAS

UNUSUALLY SHORT TERM
BUILDING
WILL TRY TO FINISH WORK IN
WEEK BY HEADING ONLY
CRIMINAL CASES.

A

OF NEW LINE

ERECTION
HOUSE

itself strictly to criminal
business, the isovember term of the
district court for San Miguel county,
which was convened, this morning by
Judge Clarence J. Roberts, will make
an effort to complete its activities before Saturday evening, when it is
may be
hoped that adjournment
taken. The veniremen for both the
grand and petit juries were present in
court this morning and the work of
empaneling those bodies was begun
at once. Shortly before noon the venires had been exhausted. The panels remained Incomplete and Judge
Roberts
ordered
special venires
drawn. These were placed In the
hands of Sheriff Secundino Romero
and were made returnabe at 2:30
o'clock this afternoon. But one
talesman was needed for the petit
jury and it was expected thai, body
would be empapeled in a short time
while it was hoped also that the
grand jury might be instructed and
started upon its work before this
evening.
The names of the men upon the
panel of the petit jury were as follows
when the noon recess was taken:
Nicasio C. de Baca, Benigno Romero,
Modesto Solano, Marin Gallegos, Francisco Aragon, Gus Lehman, SUverlo
Mares, Charles Trumbull, Fermln
Sebastian Ortega, Marcelino
Clyne, Juan B.
Dominguez, Amos
Chaves, Serapio Baros, Miguel Gar
cia, Facunda Montano, Anselmo Gonzales, Alberto Serrano, Francisco Ange,
Jesus Lucero, Luis Sedlllo, Estanis-ladSaiz, Victor Lucero. Cases set
for trial this afternoon and tomorrow
morning are as follows. Juan B. Gonzales, abandoning wife; Crescendo
Urloste, discharging a gun within a
settlement; Arturo Ricardo, peddling
without a license; Luz Mondragon,
prostitution; landate Quintana, larceny of cattle; Roman de Herrera,
larceny of cattle.
The following officers were appointed by the court: Felix Garcia, bailiff
to grand jury; Hipolito Baca, court
bailiff; Vicente Vilanueva, court bailiff; Nepomucena Segura, grand jury
interpreter; Luis E. Armijo, court interpreter.
All of the cases that will be tried
this term are of persons under indictment or bail on those in the county
jail, who have been indicted by recent grand juries.
Confinding

Ro-rem-

o

MEANS

OF NEW ROUNDAND SHOPS

To the Dodge City and Cimarron
railroad, which Is, in reality,
the Santa Fe'e new Colmor "cut-ofValley

f,

was issued a. charter Saturday in To- peka, Kan.
The new line will have nearly 200
miles in Kansas. It is purely an Atchison, Topeka and Santa Pe company, the officers of the Santa Fe
owning all the stock. The capital is
$3,600,000, and E. P. Ripley, president
of the Santa Fe, owns 39,934 shares;
0. W. Kouns, F. C. Fox, W. R. Smith,
E. L. Copeland, A. O. Wellman and
J F. Scott, all general officers of the
Saata Fe, own one share each.
The company will build the line
from Dodge City, southwest to Colmor and a branch line northwest
from Haskell county to the west line
of the state. The main line is 120
miles long and will run through Ford,
Gray, Haskell, Grant, Stevens and
Morton counties. The branch, starts
near the southeast corner of Haskell
county and runs northwest
through
Haskell, Grant and Stevens counties.
This line will traverse the five
counties in Southwest Kansas now
without a railroad. They are Grant,
Stanton, Stevens, Morton and Haskell counties. The surveyors are now
running the line for the new railroad
and actual construction work will be
gin In the spring. The Santa Fe will
not ask for any bonds from the townships or counties. It will pay all the
construction expenses and the farm
ers are to give the right of way. The
Santa Fe Development company.
owned by the Santa Fe, has recent!,"
purcased 255,000 acres of land in the
five railrondless counties.
The building of the Colmor cut-of- f
is one of the improvements that Las
Vegas has been anticipating with In-

terest since the first announcement
that surveys for the line were being
made, which appeared exclusively in
The Optic over a year ago. The line
will give the Santa Fe a much more
direct line to the coast and will cut
out many miles of track as well as
heavy grades, which are the source
of much expense to the road.

Eventually the Santa Fe will build
the proposed line from Sulzbacher to
Fort Sumner, surveys for which were
made last winter. This will also cut
off heavy grades and shorten
the
Tlhe construction
iroute.
of these
two lines means that Las Vegas is to
become the greatest railroad center
in New Mexico. This city, practicalVETERAN EDITOR
ly of necessity, will be the headquarters for the men and engines runon the two
The road
ning
DIES SUDDENLY
has already caused plans to be drawn
for an immense roundhouse to be located in Las Vegas. It is said that
Dr G. T. GOULD, FORMERLY OF
construction work upon this structure
IN
DEAD
FALLS
THE OPTIC,
will be begun early next year. MaALBUQUERQUE
chinists also will be located here In
large numbers and the shop facilities
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 20. Dr.
will be greatly IncreasG. T. Gould, 65 years old, one of the undoubtedly
ed.
men
known
most widely
newspaper
The building of the Colmor and
in New Mexico until a few years
s
and the erecago, dropped dead shortly after noon Fort Sumner
and shops
and
to
seen
tion
the
roundhouse
was
of
He
stagger
today.
fall and was carried into a nearby here will brine to Las Vegas at least
The Camfieid
store where he died a few minutes 2,000 new residents.
later. Heart failure was he prob- irrigation project will bring probably
twice that many inhabitants to the
able cause of death.
Dr. Gould many years
ago was country in the immediate vicinity of
head of a Baptist college in Ken- this city. Las Vesss should do evtucky. He was editorial writer on erything in its power to encourage
the Albuquerque Citizen, Albuquerque the Santa Fe and tlie Camfieid prot,
Las Vegas Optic ject as they are both in a position to
and several lesser New Mexico pa- return many fold, in Increased prospers. He has a son on the El Paso perity, any assistance that Is given
them.
Herald.
cut-off- s.

cut-off-

Journal-Democra-

LAS VEQA8 DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

RAILROAD

he was successively, machinist assistant in testing laboratory, assistant
road foreman of engines, road foreman of engines, general foreman ot
locomotive and car repairs and mechanical inspector. He was then for
two years editor of the Railway Master Mechanic at Chicago, which posi
tion he left to become supervisor of
schedules on the Santa Fe, and he
has more recently been bonus supervisor on that road.
He is popular and well known- In
Topeka and will be missed In railroad circles in that city.

NEWS

OF PASSING

INTEREST
FIFTY YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE ENTERED THE SANTA FE'S
ESSAY

-

CONTEST.

The Santa Fe'e idea In offering
prizes to school children for the best
essays on the demonstration train has
met with most flattering response.
More than 50 school superintendents
In Kansas have sent letters to the
publicity agent of the road, J. F. Jar-rel- l,
and
offering every assistance
promising that their schools would
gladly enter the contest
It is probable that nearly 200
schools in the state will furnish papers for the prizes. Thousands of
school children witnessed the big
demonstration train as it passed their
towns and all of them have their
own little opinions on its meaning and
its contribution to public sentiment on
the part of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe railway.
When the demonstration train exhibited in Kansas towns last montu
and in September hundreds of schools
were dismissed that the children
might see the train. The Santa Fe
officials took special pains to explain
the meaning of the display to the
pupils and teachers and professors
lectured to them.
Thousands of school children in the
state have in their possession picture
of the train the largest locomotive in
the world and the types of passenger
and freight equipment
The prizes for this contest are as
follows :
For best essay $50.
For second best $25.
For the third best $10.
From fourth to eighth best prizes
of $5 each.
From ninth to eighteenth best
prizes of $2.50 each.
The contest closes December 10fi
The children have more than three
weeks for the work on their contributions and reports from various
cities and villages state that many pupils are working on their essays now.
The judges are L. L. Kiene, man
aging editor of the Topeka State Journal; Philip Eastman, managing editor
of the Topeka Capital; Albert Mac-Ramanaging editor of the Santa Fe
Employes' Magazine. The prizes will
be awarded immediately after the
judges meet and make their decisions.
e,

Good Position for Benedict.
Bruce W. Benedict, for several years
In the motive power department of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe in
Topeka, has been appointed director
of the shop laboratories in the department of mechanical engineering
at the University of Illinois. Mr. Benedict was born at Buda, III., In December, 1876, and graduated from
the University of Nebraska in 1901.
Before going to college he served
on the Chicago,
an apprenticeship
Burlington & Quincy, and after graduating returned to that road, where

Afraid to Buy

In
20.

West

Conservatism
Chicago,
among Interior merchants in all sections is growing. This is shown by
reports made by the leading jobbers,
whose traveling men are on the road
for spring orders. They say that many
of the interior distributors who usually place good contracts at this season now tell the salesmen that they
are not ready to buy, and to call later.
So many merchants are following this
course that sales of spring goods
show a substantial decrease In the
aggregate to date as compared with
last year.
Jobbers are therefore revising their
optimistic views as to the future.
They say, however, that those who do
not buy goods early in the season will
do so later, and they anticipate a
fairly even distribution throughout
the season. This belief is confirmed
by the liberal volume of business now
witnessed for immediate delivery, as
buyers prefer to buy as required
rather than to take risk of being
caught with a surplus stock. This
feature is making the jobbers carry
stocks and gives them a more even
trade from month to month.
Nov.

FOODS MORE OR LE63 OUT
THE ORDINARY.
,

While the war in Morocco calls for
30,000 men, France still has two other
little wars on her hands with no
of complete pacification within
three or four years.
The latest news from Wadal in the
heart of Sudan shows that in February
the negro tribes affiliated with the
were still fighting fiercely, despite invariable and severe losses.
A serious encounter took place on
February 7 in Darkouti, just occupied
by the French under Colonel Largeau.
On the previous day a large caravan
from Mecca, in connivance with the
Senoussian chief, Allan Djabou, presented itself at the intrenched port at
N'dele, professing a peaceful attitude.
At three o'clock In the morning the
tribesmen, approaching under cover of
the caravan, opened a furious fire on
the French and their native allies. The
battle lasted until eight, when the attack broke up in a panic. Allah Djabou was ahot in the leg. He left 50
dead on the field and carried off hundreds of wounded.
This is a sample of a dozen combats recorded in brief dispatches in
the French papers. Reenforcements
are now moving in from the coast to
him
join Largeau. They should reach will
about the middle of August. He
then have 1,200 men, and it is believed he will soon be able to pacify
central Africa and end the pernicious
activities of the Senoussla.
The other troubled region is on the
Ivory coast. The tribes living near
the Liberian frontier have recently
been brought into order after a campaign of six weeks in which they lost
heavily, while the French had seven
men wounded.
France has 2,400 native troops un
der French officers operating in the
region, and expects to have it reduced
to order In three years. So far 40,000
guns have been captured from natives
and destroyed.
s

rested.
The encounter and its almoBt tragic
ending were due to an ancient custom
which prevails in the villages of the
canton of Valals and In the Alpine
hamlets of the German cantons. After
a girl has reached the age of eighteen
her parents are not surprised to receive the visit of several young men
after the day's work to ask to see
their daughter and pass a pleasant
evening in the family circle. The
visit Is looked on as a compliment,
and as the young men bring with them
wines and food they are generally
welcomed by the parents. The custom, which Is known as the "Veillee,"
results in introductions and often In
marriages.
Waited Long for Honor.

CONSTANT

PAIN

Com-poun-

CONTINUES ALL THIS WEEK

Raised Tea Biscuits Ingredients
one cupful of scalded milk,
one-fourt- h

butter, three yeast cakes
cupful
,one tablespoonful of sugar, one-hateaspoonful of salt, white of one egg,
and four cupfuls of flour.
Make a nice sponge, letting It stand
in a warm place In a pan placed in
warm water; then add the flour, knead
it for twenty minutes, and divide into
biscult-slze- d
pieces. Let these rise
in the baking pan until twice the first
size, and bake.
A single loaf of raised bread may
be made of the same Ingredients ia
this manner.
Boston Brown Bread. Ingredients
two cupfuls of white cornmeal, two
cupfuls of yellow meal, two cupfuls of
graham flour, one cupful of molasses,
one capful of sour milk and one of
sweet milk, two cupfuls of boiling water, salt to taste and one teaspoonful
of soda.
Mix the two meals, the flour and
the salt well together; add the boiling
water. Put the sweet milk and molasses together and add them to first
things. Then dissolve the soda in the
sour milk and put these in. Put the
mixture into a round covered tin bucket and steam it for three hours; uncover and bake in the oven for half
an hour. This bread may be eaten
hot or cold and be toasted when
stale. In New England baked beans
of

lf

in the whipped whites, folding these
gently Into the mixture. Put the batter Immediately into hot greased pans,
half filling them, and bake ir hot oven
for thirty minutes. As popovers fall
when cold they must be eaten as soon
as baked.
Raised Cornbread. Ingredients one
cupful of fine sifted cornmeal, one and
a half cupfuls of milk, two eggs, one
tablespoonful of butter, one teaspoonful of baking powder, one teaspoonful
of sugar, salt.
Scald the milk and pour It over the
meal. Let cool and then add the butter (melted), salt, sugar, baking powder and yolks of eggs. Stir all together quickly and thoroughly; and then
fold In the whites of the eggs beaten
to a stiff froth. Bake in a flat pan in
a hot oven for thirty minutes.
American Marmalade.
One each orange, lemon, grapefruit
and two very small apples (greenings) ; shave very thin, in small
pieces, rejecting seeds and cores;
use all peel and pulp; peel the apples, measure; add three times the
amount of water and let stand in a
granite pan over night; in the morning boll for ten minutes; let stand
'

another night, then add an equal
amount of sugar (cup for cup) and
boll until it jellies; stir as little as
possible and don't cook too fast Pour
Into jelly glasses and when cool cover
with paraffin and seal.
It will be a
beautiful amber color.
Canape Careme.
fanciful concoction is "canape
Careme," which calls for the chopped
meat of half a small lobster, a truffle and two tiny pickles. Dredge them
with pepper and salt and mix all with
two tablespoonfuls of mayonnaise
dressing. Spread the mixture over
round pieces of toast about two inches
in diameter and decorate the center
of each canape with half a teaspoonful of caviare.
A

Chill Sauce, Made Without Spices.
Here is a recipe for chili sauce with
no spices which has been In my family for years, and pronounced fine by
all who eat it. It makes about four
quarts, or eight pints: 24 large ripe
tomatoes, three green peppers, six
medium sized onions.
Chop as fine
as desired and add ten tablespoons
sugar, two cups strong vinegar and
salt to taste. Cook together until thick
as desired. Boston Globe.

Fried Sweet Potatoes.

Peel boiled sweet potatoes and cut
In slices lengthwise. Put three
of dripping in a good-sizefrying pan, dust the slices with salt
and pepper and put them in the hot
fat. When browned on one side turn
and brown on the other.
table-spoonfu- ls
d

Us--Co-

i

advice is free.

THANKSGIVING SALE

OF

Raised Tea Biscuits Will Be Appreciated For Boston Brown Bread
Popovers a Delicacy That Is
Popular With All.

Forty years to elapse before honor
ing a hero Is, to say the least, a rea-

sonable time. Few of his comrades
will be left to say that the distinction
Yet this Is what has
is Invidious.
happened to the man who saved the
Louvre when Paris was in the hands
of the commune in 1871. Maj. Mar.
tian de Bernardy de Segoyer was the
hero of May 24, 1871, and the victim
of the mob a day or so later. He
rant!"
was in command of the Twenty-sixt- h
and was
battalion de chasseurs-a-ple- d
dispatched to occupy the Tuileries
He saw the Louvre was
MANY SQUIRRELS HOLD FORTH garden.
threatened, in fact, the flames had
reached the gallery of antiquities. He
Right to Search Pockets for Nuts Is
had no orders, but he took upon himHeld
by Washington
self to send his men and In a short
Pets.
time the flames were under control,
London Globe.
are
aristhe
Washington squirrels
of
one
tocrats
of
squirreldom. Every
Until Relieved by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's the numerous
little parks or "squares,"
Not His Line.
as they are known in the capital, has
George L. Shronk, one of Atlantic
Vegetable Compound.
its band of squirrels. Feeding them City's champion life guards, was dis" Before I startis one of the established amusements cussing his profession, says the Los
Dewittville, N.Y.
ed to take
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- - of park life. The squirrels are pro- Angeles Times.
-r
FT
ltaiut; i;ompouna i tected by law and soon learn they
"Funny things happen to us guards
suffered nearly all
I
to fear. Those in the sometimes," said Mr. Shronk. "A
the time with head- - have nothing
lac he s, backaches, White House grounds are especially funny thing happened to my friend
bearing down tame. It isof not an uncommon sight Tim last week. A society belle from
them scampering along Spruce street went into the water
and had a to see one
Iand
pain in at the heels of visitors, mutely beg- wearing one of those fashionable
- ei
ii
jeiL sine. i. ging for alms.
imy
transformations or wigs. A big wave
I made me sick
it I
While feeding the squirrels Is a went over her and when she came up
I tried to walk
much,
Jand my back was so common practice, each park has a the transformation was floating out to
was little company of men and women who sea. She turned and ran to Tim.
J.
iweat that
"'Oh, save my hair!' she yelled.
obliged to wear constitute themselves the especial
Icorsets all the time. guardians of the pets In that square. 'Save my hair!'
" 'Pardon me, lady,' says Tim. 'I'm
But now I do not have any of these The squirrels learn their friends and
troubles. I have a fine strong baby come scurrying down the trees upon a life saver, not a hair restorer.' "
On their hind legs
daughter now, which I did not have their approach
before taking Lydia E. Pinkham's they beg for nuts and often they
A.
A.
Mrs.
Vegetable Compound."
A Cruel Apologist
Children
search pockets for them.
Giles, Eoute 44, Dewittville, N. Y.
"Mr. Bllggins takes himself very
learn thus that there is more pleasThe above is only one of the thou- ure to be had from being kind to ani- seriously," said the critical young wosands of grateful letters which are mals than by Indulging In the usual man.
constantly being , received by the childhood
"Well," replied Miss Cayenne, "you
practice of persecuting
Pinkham Medicine Company of Lynn, them
blame him. To be thrown into
can't
that
doubt
a
Mass., which prove beyond
world with no more brains
cruel
a
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
than he possesses would be a serious
made from roots and herbs,
matter for anybody."
Coloratura, Maybe.
actually does cure these obstinate diseases of women, and that every such
"Do you remember the oldest Jimp
suffering woman owes it to herself to son girl?"
at least give Lydia E. Pinkham's VegeBaby Eulogy.
"Esmeralda?"
table Compound a trial before submit- , "Yes."
right In, old man, and see
or
to
up
an
giving
operation,
our new baby! There isn't he great?
ting
well?"
"Quite
of
recovery.
hope
He Oh, yes! Fine! Well, they say
"You know and I know that she wai
Mrs. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass., born right here In Alabama, and yet homely babies grow up to be hand- invites all sick women to write since she has become an opera star some that Is, you cad be thankful
her for advice. She has guided
or well, how much he looks like his
thousands to health and her she calls herself a Colorado soprano!" I mother,
I mean!

SHE HAD

V

OUR

They Have Two Campaigns on Hand
at Present That May Last
for Years.

go with it.
Pulled Bread. Take a perfectly
fresh loaf of baker's French bread.
Break off Irregular pieces, , of the
Dramatic Locomotive Mishap.
Railroad men have been reading of
spongy Inside and dry them in a very
brown.
slow oven until a delicate
the new Buck external throttle inventThese must be reheated In the oven
ed by W. F. Buck, superintendent of
"pull" Is good
motive power of the Santa Fe. Below OLD CUSTOM BRINGS TROUBLE when served, and the tea
or bouillon.
with chocolate, coffee,
is an account of an accident on the
inside of fresh homemade bis
The
to
Entrance
to
Force
Men
Try
Erie an accident that probably could Young
cuits left over from a meal may be
Young Girl's Home ana
have been prevented if the Buck throttreated In the same way, and the
Are Shot
tle was in use. "When the engineer,"
crusts of them toasted and kept for
says the report "eased upon the
Four young men have been shot at shells for creamed dishes.
throttle preparatory to stopping at the Vex (Valals) by an irate father to
Popovers.
Ingredients two cupfuls
station, the engine, with its six heav- whose daughter they had come to pay of milk, two cupfuls of flour, two eggs
ily laden passenger cars, rushed on court. They were refused admission (whites and yolks beaten separately.)
with increasing speed. He closed to the house and when they tried to salt to taste.
Mix salt and flour well together.
the father took
the throttle, but there was no re- force their way in
and fired. Two of them Put the beaten yolks with the milk
his
down
gun
sponse. With his engine running away
wounded and the other and then add them slowly to the flour,
were
with the train, there was but one two slightly
seriously. The father was ar making a smooth batter. Then turn

chance the emergency brakes. He
jammed on the air, and the train
was brought to a stop 100 feet beyond
the station. For an Instant the en
gine's brakes gripped the wheels.
Then with a roar, the engine shook
and heaved and the wheels revolved
SB though the engine was traveling 90
miles an hour. Showers of sparks
flew into the air, but the train did not
move. The emergency steam valves
were thrown open, and to prevent the
lire from generating steam faster than
it could be blown off, several pails of
water were thrown on it. Soon the
engine spent its power, and the
wheels slowed down. Investigation
showed that the throttle had broken
inside the boiler. It was fortunate
that the airbrakes held, for the engine would have jarred the throttle
wide open and the train would never
have made the sharp curves within
the city limits without disaster." As
a fitting accompaniment to this thrill
ing drama, one can fairly hear the
engineer shouting: "A notch, another notch, my family pass for a
middle notch in the reverse quad-

1911
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SOME BREAD RECIPES

LITTLE WARS OF THE FRENCH

pron-pect-

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

Schmere Kase.
The Germans use drained buttermilk
as a cheese and add salt, pepper, also.
If liked, a little green onion top. This
is an economical supper dish and

Women's Suits and Dresses at Special Prices
$12.50
$17.50
$23.50
$28.50
$39.50

Women'sSeparate
Skirts
Jn all the latest and most popular styles and materials, all desirable colors and fancy mixtures.
ONE-FOURT-

14.00
18.00

22.00
29.00

Evening Dresses for
Evening Dresses for
Silk Dresses for
Silk Dresses for
Velvet Dresses for

to
to
to
to

$65.00
$35.80
$20.00
$35.00
to $19.50

Any Man's Suit
plain

Including
serges

and

worth from

$18.00

fancy

21.00
12.50

Including the newest and best
style models in a large variety
of styles and colors

mixtures,
to

1350

Millinery

and

fancy

$34.00
19.50

Women's

in the House

$25.00

for

ONE-THIR-

OFF

H

$45.00
$32.50
$17.50
$27.50
$17.50

$10.00

and $13.50 Tailored Suits for
to $21.00 Tailored Suits for
to $28.00 Tailored Suits for
to $35.00 Tailored Suits for
to $42.5'- Tailored Suits for

OFF

D

$9.85

ROSENWALD

VICTOR

BLOCK

TALKING

PLAZA

MACHINES

ESTABLISHED 166&

SENT MAN TO PEN
THEN WEDDED
HIM
GIRL WA(ITS NINE YEARS FOR
JAMES DALTON AND THEN
BECOME8 HI8 WIFE.

Topeka, Kan., Nov. 20. Miss Laura
Taylor, the girl who got James S.
Dal ton 'into trouble that led to him
to eb sentenced
to be hanged,
until Dalton
woited
nine
year
was
and
has
been
paroled
married to him. They are living at
Hutchinson, where Dalton is in charge
of the Bertillon room at the state reformatory since he was released from
prison on parole a year ago. He Is
the only man In Kansas who is not a
citizen of the state but who is a state
The fact of Dalton's maremploye.
riage did not become known until
he asked the United States civil service commission for a job and the
commission asked for his record as
a prisoner and as a man since his release and before he got into trouble.
Dalton was a salesman for a hardware firm in Seneca in 1898 and met
Miss Laura Taylor on one of his
trips through the country. They fell
in love with Dalton made his headquarters at the Taylor home. One
night while Dalton was there a brother of the fiancee and a man named
Royal came along and wanted help
to get out of the country. They were
dodging the officers then. Dalton,
being acquainted with the country,
finally agreed to help them escape
at the earnest pleadings of Miss Taylor.
Dalton, Taylor and Royal were captured in Marshall county and taken
to Marysville. A jail delivery was
planned and the three men escaped.
The jailer was killed. Dalton went
through the Cuban war and later settled in Texas, where he was capturea
in 1902, brought back to Kansas, tried
and sentenced to be hanged. He was
taken to the state penitentiary, hanging meaning a life term in prison in
Kansas, and was kept there until a
year ago, when Governor Stubbs paroled him because the probability of
Dalton's guilt of the murder was
slight and flimsy. Dalton had become
a stenographer and Bertillon expert
and was given the job at the reformatory.
AMERICAN

ROAD CONGRESS

Richmond, Va., Nov. 20. If the
good roads cause is to be advanced
by the intelligent discussion of the
subject by able men representing all
sections of the country it Is certain
to receive a decided impetus from
the American Road congress which
met here today under the auspices of
the American Association for HighThe
way improvement.
gathering
will continue four days and will be
addressed by many men of wide
United
prominence, among them
States Senator Martin of Virginia,
General T. Coleman Du Pont of DelaJ. Hampton
ware,
Congressman
James S.
Moore of Pennsylvania,
Harlan of the Interstate Commerce
commission, and Edward S. Pearson,
secretary of state of New Hampshire.
Also a burnt man dreads to be
tween two fires.

be-

ENTIRE TOWNSiTE SOLD.
previous to the tragedy. It is un20.
Nov.
A
six
derstood
N.
that Kallam will make a
M.,
Alamogordo,
hundred thousand dollar deal has just pilea of self defense, declaring that
been cjosed here by which the entire he shot Whitaker only after the latOrogrande townsite has been pur ter had threatened him with a knife.
chased from the Orogrande Smelting j
company by O. H. Paul, an Iowa capi- BREAKS UP A COLD IN
talist.
JUST A FEW HOURS.
The deed for record is the longest
In the history of the annals of the Says Quinine Isn't Effective in the
county clerk's office, taking up no
Cure of Colds and Grippe.
less than ,32 pages of closely type-matter. The deal just closed takes
Nothing else that you can take will
in the smelter and water works be- break your cold or end
grippe so
longing to the company.
promptly as a dose of Papes Cold
O. H. Paul is a developer and proCompoupnd every two hours until
moter of considerable experience, in three consecutive doses are taken.
Iowa and other western states. Some
The most miserable headache, dulltime ago while here he was impressed ness, head and nose stufTed up,
with the possibilities of this section,
sneezing, running of the nose,
and the result is the deal which was eore throat, mucous catarrhal
disclosed here today.
charges, soreness, stiffness, rheumaGreat things are expected for this tism pains and other distress begin
town. It is the purpose of the pro- to leave
after the very first dose.
moters of this scheme to boost OroRape's Cold Compound Is the result
grande and the entire section. Aside of three years' research at a cost of
from the rich mining (properties in more than fifty thousand dollars, and
the vicinity, rich farming and grazing contains no quinine, which we have
lands are tributary to Orogrande.
conclusively demonstrated is not effective in the treatment of colds or
A LIBERAL
OFFER
grippe.
Take this harmless Compound as
We Guarantee to Relieve Dyspepsia.
directed, with the knowledge that
We Fail the Medicane Costs
there Is no other medicine made anyNothing.
where else in the world, which will
cure your cold or end Grippe misery
To unquestionably prove to the as
promptly and without any other aspeople that indigestion and dyspepsia sistance or bad
s
as a 25
can be permanently relieved and that cent
package of Pape's Cold ComRexall Dyspepsia ablets will bring pound, which any druggist
In
the
about this result, we will furnish the world can
supply.
medicine absolutely free if it failB to
give satisfaction to any one using It.
The remarkable success of Rexall HEAVY REVENUES IN HAWAII
Dyspepsia .Tablets is due to the high
degree of scientific skill used in de- Some Figures Which Show the Imvising their formula as well as to the
portance of the Islands to
Uncle Sam.
care exercised in their manufacture,
whereby the
properties ot
"The Importance of Hawaii as a
Bismuth-Subnitratand Pepsin have revenue
part of the United
been combined with Carminatives and States producing
has never been appreciated by
other agents.
the people of this country," says D. J.
Bismuth-Subnitrat- e
and Pepsin are Conlon, treasurer of the territory. "In
constantly employed and recognized the twelve years Hawaii has been anby the entire medical profession as nexed to this country the islands have
invaluable in the treatment of indiges- paid into the United States treasury
in customs duties alone nearly
tion and dyspepsia.
The whole state of WashingThe Pepsin used In Rexall Dyspepton, with Its great cities of Seattle
sia Tablets is carefully prepared so ae and
Tacoma, has paid into the coffers
to develop its greatest efficiency. Pep- of Uncle
Sam only $70,000 more In
sin supplies to the digestive apparatus customs than the Hawaiian islands.
one of the most important elements of
"Last year Hawaii paid Into the
the digestive fluid.
Without it the federal treasury duties and taxes
digestion and assimilation of food are amounting to $1,772,869, according to
a report made by Secretary
impossible.
This Is more than was paid
The Carminatives passess properNew Hampshire, Vermont,
by
Maine,
ties which aid in relieving the dis- Rhode
CaroIsland,
turbances and pain caused by undi lina, Georgia, Delaware, South
Alabama, Mississippi,
This combination uj Iowa, Colorado,
gested food.
Oregon,
Montana,
these Ingredients makes a remedy in- Idaho, Wisconsin, Kansas and other
valuable for the complete relief of In. states, and New Mexico, Arizona,
Alaska, Porto Rico or the Philippines.
digestion and dyspepsia.
We are so certain of this that we In 1910 Hawaii ranked thirteenth la
the
urge you to try Rexall Dyspepsia celledcollection of customs, being exonly by New York, MassachuTablets on our own personal guaransetts, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Flortee. Three sizes, 25 cents, 50 cents, ida,
Louisiana, Ohio, Michigan, Illiand $1.00. Remember, you can obtain nois, Missouri, California
and WashRexall Remedies only at our store
ington.
"The sources of revenue in Hawaii
The Rexall Store. E. G. Murphey.
are similar to those of any of
,the
EDITOR CHARGED WITH MURDER states. Customs duties form a large-par- t
of
this revenue. The corporation
20. Thomas
Dobson, N. C, Nov.
tax produced last year $124,000
la
W. Kallam, charged with the murder
Hawaii, and this
It will reach
of H. G. Whitaker, is to b9 tried at several thousand year
more. These figures
the November term of the Surry merely go to show the
importance of
tothe
Hawaiian islands to this country,
county court which convened here
The killing occurred on the and their value compared with the
day.
main street in Pilot mountain on other Insular possessions of the United States."
October 12 laot Both men were
prominent residents of Pilot mountain. Whitaker was an attorney
PILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
while Kallam is an attorney and also Your druggist will refund money if
editor of the local newspaper. Ill PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
feeling is said to have existed be- case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
tween the two men for some time Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 days. 56c.
1

fever-ishnes-

s,

after-effect-

well-know- n

e

Mac-Veag- h.
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LABOR

IN

DEBT

TO CARDINAL

GIBBONS
SO

SAYS

BIOGRAPHER

IN

RE-

CENT PUBLICATION; SANCTIONED KNIGHTS OF LABOR

official sanction to the organization
of laboring men.
The place of Cardinal Gibbons' birth
in 1834 is described. His ordination
to the priesthood at a time when .his
country was torn by Internal strife,
bis elevation to the bishopric; then
to the archbishopric and finally to the
cardinalate are related, together with
the surrounding circumstances.
Cardinal Gibbons presided over the
Third Plenary oouncil in 1884 and
that council took important action on
many matters of church discipline.
That was three years before the red
hat had been bestowed upon the
American churchman.
According to the biographer, Car
dinal Gibbons is a firm believer io
temperance but not in the statutoiy
He
abolition of the use of liquor.
has taken a decided position on the
school question, has been a stancfr
friend of education and is one of the
severest critics of "race suicide.'

To Cardinal Gibbons the laboring
of America owes much. This
fact is set out with emphasis In a
"Life of Cardinal Gibbons," prepared
by Allen S. Will, city editor of the
Baltimore Sun.
Will has followed in an entertaining manner the life history of the
"Foremost Churchman in America,"
as even those who disagree with him
In matters of faith and creed are
wont to call Cardinal Gibbons. The CASCARETS SURELY
YOU OUT
STRAIGHTEN
book is published by the John Murphy company in Baltimore and will
stand as a lasting monument to the No Headache, Biliousness.
Upset
service the American cardinal has
Stomach, Lazy Liver or Constirendered not only to those of his
pated Bowels by morning.
church but to the nation.
Are you keeping your bowels, liver
Digressing from the chronology
which is religiously followed by Will, and stomach clean, pure and fresh
here are extracts from the letter with Cascarets, or merely forcing .i
which Cardinal Gibbons wrote to the passageway through these ailmeuprefect of the Congregation of the tary or draniage organs every few
Propaganda in 1887, shortly before he days with Salts, Cathartic pills, Castor oil or Purgative Waters
received the red hat at Rome:
Lei
"A careful examination of the acts
Stop having a bowel wash-daof violence accompanying the strug- Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and
gle between capital and labor last regulate the stomach, remove the
year leaves us convinced that it undigested, sour and fermenting food
would be unjust to attribute them to and foul gases, take the excess bik;
from the liver and carry out of thw
the association of the Knights of
for this association was but one system all the decomposed waste
among the numerous labor organiza- matter and poisons in the intestines
tions that took part in the strikes, and bowels.
A Cascaret. tonight will make you
and their chief officers used every
witfeel
great by morning. They work
disinterested
possible effort, as
nesses testify, to appease the anger while you sleep never gripe, sicken
of the multitudes and to hinder the or cause any inconvenience, and cost
in my only 10 cents a box from your drugxoesses which, therefore,
Millions of men and women take
judgment, could not justly be attrib- gist.
now and then and never
a
Cascaret
to
them.
uted
Biliousness, coated
have
Headache,
"I repeat that, in such a struggle
Sour Stomach or
Indigestion,
tongue,
of
the
masses
people
of the great
Cascarets beBowels.
power which, Constipated
against the mail-claChildren
household.
in
every
refuses
long
often
as it is acknowledged,
love to take them.
of
just
humanity
rights
the
them
simple
and justice, it is vain to expect that
every error and every act of violence
can be avoided; and to dream that
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
this struggle can be hindered or that
from
multitudes
we can deter the
organizing which is their only hope
Warranty Deeds
of success would be to ignore the
Clyde Wilcox et ux to E. R. Zalaky
nature and forces of human society October 27, 1911, N. W. V. section 9
in times like ours.
twp. 16 R 17.
evidently
"'Christian
pfludence
Genoveva Valdez to Isabel M. Gree- counsels us to hold the hearts of the nier, October 28, 1911, lot 13 blk. 32
bonds of love, In San Miguel Town Co. addition. Conmultitudes! by the
'
order to control their' actions by the sideration $1.
principles of faith, justice and charHenry Gotoe et ux to Southwestern
ity; to acknowledge frankly what Is Realty Co , November 3, 1911, 100 va- true and just, in their cause in order ras of land lying on both sides of
to deter them from what is false and Sapello river. Consideration $1.
into a
criminal, and thus to turn
I. Hacharach et als to William G.
beneficent
and
and
peaceable
legitimate,
Lawson, October 25, 1911, N.
contest what might easily, by a S. E. V sec. 23, twp. 16 R 20..
course of repulsive severity, become
Pauline Graaf and Julius Graaf to
for the masses of our people a dread William N. Rosenthal, Oct. 28, 1911,
vclcanic force like unto that which lots 7 and 8 blk. 14, Lorenzo Lopez
desociety fears and the church
Zion Hill addition.
plores in Europe.
Jesus J. Gallegos to Prospero S
"Upon this point I insist strongly, Baca, October 1, 1911, land in San
because from an intimate acquain- Miguel county. Consideration $100.
tance with the social conditions of
II. S. A. to Maria A. L. de
our country, I am profoundly conNov. 8, 1905, 160 acres in
vinced that liere we are touching up- sec. 17, twp. 15 R. 23.
on a subject which not only concerns
Jose M Medina to Ramon A. Tru-jillNov. 8, 1911, 160 acres in sec.
the rights of the working Classes,
who ought to he especially dear to 17 Twp. 15 R. 23.
Consideration
to the church which our Lord sent $290.
forth to preach His gospel to the
Maria A. 1.. de McEneary to Teles-fo- r
are
intimately
which
with
but
poor,
Montoya, February 3, 1906, 160
wound up the fundamental interests acres in soc. 17 twp. 15 R. 23. Conof the church and of human society sideration $500.
for the future. This is a point which
Quit Claim Deeds
I
Simon Garcia et ux to Lorenzo
desire, in a few additional words
to develop more clearly.
October 30, 1911, land at Agua
which Zarca. Consideration $1.
Among all the glorious times
the church's history has deserved, for
LAURA BIGGAR SUING
tier there is not one which at present
as that
Jersey City, N. J., Nov. 20. A suit
gives her so great influence
of "Friend of the People." Assured brought by Laura Biggar, the foimer
it is actress, for an accounting of the esly, in our democratic country,
this title which wins for the Catholic tate of Henry Bennett was called tochurch not. only the enthusiastic
day before Vice Chancellor Garrison.
of the millions of her chil- Bennett, who was a prominent theaadmitrical manager in Pittsburgh, died
dren, but also the 'respect and
be
whatever
citizens
our
all
several years ago leaving an estate
ration of
His vrill left
their religious belief. It is the pow estimated at $1,000,000.
er of this title which renders perse- Miss Biggar, who claims to be his
cution almost an impossibiliy and widow, a 60 per cent Interest m the
which draws towards our Holy estate. The death of Bennett was
Church the great heart of the Ameri- followed by much litlgi.- a which
was supposed to be ended when the
can people."
settled her claim
This is part or a letter Archbishop former actress
action
the
estate
the
for $100,00o She
wrote
explaining
against
Gibbons
on now declares she was under duress
this
of
country
archbishops
the
of
Third when she made the settlement.
the Knights of Labor. The
had takBaltimore
of
council
Plenary
SIR LAURIER IS 70
er a decided stand on the matter of
ecclesiastical
Out, Nov. 20. Sir Wilfrid
The
Ottawa,
secret societies.
authorities in Canada had held that Laurier, who recently passed over the
reins of Canadian government which
the labor organization was under the
the he had held for nearly 15 years, celewith
it
left
had
council
The
ban
in dis- brated his seventieth birthday anniarchbishops to be the judges
the efforts versary today. The former premier
through
cases
and,
puted
who was received personal
congratulations
of Archiblshop Gibbons,
of Cardinal from leading men of both parties, althe
example
emulating
of la- so a large number of felicitous mesManning, the church's apostle12 archthe
of
sages from other friends and admirten
bor in England,
voted to give ers on both sides of the Atlantic.
country
this
of
bishops

cuass
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AVIATORS SUFFER BANKERSMEETING BONUS SYSTEM IS
FROM A QUEER

DISEASE
DISCOVERED
HAVE
SURGEONS
WHAT MAY BE THE CAUSE OF
MANY ACCIDENTS.

Almost every occupation has its
neurosis, and every new sport adds
one to the long list. We have become familiar with the "golfer's
wrist," the "tennis elbow," and the
"baseball arm" side by side with the
"writer's cramp." Trades have their
dangers and develop new types of disease. The aid induces pathologio as
well as physiologic
effects. Disturbances in physiologic balance
experienced at altitudes were described by
DaCosta under the name of mal des
montagnes in the fifteenth century;
and the dangers of changes In atmospheric pressure were made .memorable by the eventful and fatal balloon auuension of Tissandier and his
comrades from Paris in 1875.
The latest accession to the galaxy
of maladies is the mal des avlateurs,
says the Journal of the American
Medical association in a recent i
issue. With aviation meets! ft a
daily occurrence, with a transcontinental flight now an accomplished
feat, and the aeroplane in actual operation as .an "engine of war," it is
not surprising that the medical aspects of this new vocation should invite the attention of the scientist.
Professors Cruchet and Moulinier of
Bordeaux, have recorded observations
made at one of the large French
meets. An aeroplane flight calls for a
continuous effort, both physical and
conditions to
intellectual, under
which the human body is not ad
justed. An ascent to an altitude of
:,"i0 feet is accomplished in 30 to
40 minutes and succeeded by a return to earth within five to seven minutes. To these speedy ascents and
almost dazzling descents forming the
peculiar mechanical features of certain types of flight are added the
rapid changes in barometric pressure,
the atmosphere, and the sudden alter
ations in temperature (from 68 de
grees Fahrenheit on the ground to
42 degrees Fahrenheit at 9,000 feet)
a combination of factors including
those to which all workers at high altitudes may be exposed.
The data collected are, as yet, too
scanty to permit of any elaborate discussion. Certain symptoms are of particular interest. During the ascents.
shortness of breath may be experienced at relatively low altitudes, accompanied iby rapid pulse. There
may be a mild buzzing in the ears,
but dizziness has not been reported.
Headaches are liable at an altitude
of about 4,500 feet. The sensation of
cold becomes intense.
Irregularities
in the muscular movements are also
reported perhaps the expression of
the combined effects of cold, accelernervous tension, faated heart-bea- t,
tigue and other factors.
As in the case of mountain climbing, the altitude at which different
are
attacked
individuals
varies
Cruchet and Moulinier add
widely.
that probably the extreme rapidity
with which the aviator travels through
a changing atmospheric environment
contributes distress and even danger
to variations in atmospheric pressure
: which
drivers, for example, would regard as relatively slight. Some of
the symptoms noted in caisson workers find a counterpart in those reported by aviators.
INVESTIGATION
RESUMED
Washington, Nov. 20. The select
committee of the house of representatives that is investigating the Uni-

ted States Steel corporation resumed
its session in the capital today. It Is
expected the first inquiry will be directed toward the ore suppjy of the
United States, of which it is alleged
the steel corporation virtually has
had a monopoly, and the rates charged for the transportation of ore by
the steel trust roads In M'onesota.
While the committee has not made
public its list of prospective witnesses, it has been understood for some
time that Andrew Carnegie. T. Pier-pon- t
Morgan and several other of the
most important men in the financial
world will be summoned to tiatlfy.

FOLEY'S
HONEY Me TAR
COMPOUND

For over three decades a favorite
household medicine for COUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable.' The Bee Hive on the

carton is the mark of the genuine.
Refuse sustitutes.
O. G.

8CHAEFEP

Red Cross Drug Co.

ABANDONED

ANNUA L

SESSION
ALL CLASSES

TRACK WORK

OF FINANCIAL

STITUTIONS REPRESENTED
AT NEW ORLEANS

IN

SANTA FE HPS ADOPTED A NEW
PAYMENT. PLAN THAT IS
MORE SATISFACTORY.

New Orleans, La., Nov. 20. SeverIt has been decided by the mechanial thousand bankers, representing all cal and bonus officials of the Atchison

(lasses of financial institutions and Topeka & Santa Fe that the trial ot
eve y state In the Union, assembled giving bonus to trackmen is not pracWith this decision comes the
in Npw Orleans today for the thirty- - tical.
rcvonth annual convention of the order from Topeka to abandon the exBankers' association. There periment. This means that the Santa
seems to be more than usual inter- Fe will not grant a bonus to track
est centering in the convention thia men.
For several years the Santa Fe has
year, this being evidenced by the fact
that the attendance is the largest In carried out the bonus trials In 'the
the history of the association's an- shops with success. The shopmen
have been given extra money for exnual meeting.
tra work. In some cases the pay roll
Currency reform will be the
in a shop has nearly doubled the old
of discussion at the
Eorlsing topic
pay roll.
general sessions of the convention. regular
From the shops the Santa Fe carH is expected the association will ex
ried it to a number of the offices. In
press its formal approval of the
the car accountant's office is
Topeka
Nationplans which, presumably, the
under the extra pay system. In
placed
al Monetary commission will recom
the office of the statistician
mend to congress at the expiration ow Chicago
is working under the same plan.
the life of the commission next year.
been satisfactory in these offices
That every phase of the Aldrich plan and in the future the bonus officers
for monetary reform wil(l be consid- feel that
praeiJcatty all of the special
ered Is evidenced by the list of sub- - work ofKc" , will be
given similar conf.wt c
ct I'll ml tn tin. viiHniia Dnankaro ditions.
Trade depression and
as follows:
Following the establishment of the
panics, trade expansion and crop bonu: n the offices
the Santa Fe
movements, the organiaztion and con- took it to their freight houses. Here
trol of the national reserve associa it was paid out most successfully.
tion, the relation of the national reA number of the railway shops in
serve association to the government, the country have sent representatives
relation of the state banks, savings to Topeka to Btudy the bonus plan.
banks and trust companies to the na- They have gone over the plan with
tional reserve association, rediscount the officials and have talked with the
and book credits, bank acceptances shop men. As a result, in the last
and the creation of a discount mar- year some of the largest railway
ket, the mobilization and control of shops in the country have adopted the
the reserves of the country, keeping new payment methods.
The labor unions are not favoring
the national reserve association apart
from partisan politics and special the bonus system in fact, they do all
control, the needs of the farm and its they can to discourage it. Only the
benefits from the national reserve open shops are able to please the
association, benefits from the nation- men with the bonus. Bonus enables
al reserve association to the manu- a shop man or a laborer to work
facturer and laborer, benefits of the ahead of his former standards and re
national reserve association to the ceive pay for his efforts. He does not
country as a whole, relation of the lose any percentage of his pay check.
national reserve association to for- Instead, he gains.
eign trade and banks and the world's
GREAT INLAND WATERWAY
financial center.
The prominent speakers at the con- . Montgomery, Ala., Nov. 20. Delevention will include Congressman A gates from half a dozen states are in
P. Pujo of Louisiana, Paul M. War- Montgomery for the annual convenIn
burg, of Kuhn Loeb and Co., New tion of the Mississippi-to-AtlantiYork; George M. Reynolds, president land waterway association, wthlch
of the Continental and Commercial will be In session here the next three
National Bank of Chicago; Benjamin days. United States Senator Duncan
U. Fletcher
of Florida Is rresident
String, Jr., vice president of the Bankers' Trust company of New York; of the association, which was organ
ized several days ago to promote riv
.leseph G. Brown, president of the Ci
tizens' National Bank of Raleigh, N. er and harbor improvements in the
territory and the construcC; F. J. Wade, jresident of the Mer- gulf coast
cantile Trust company of St. Louis; tion of a system of inland waterways
James B. Forgan, president of the in connect the lower Mississippi valFirst National Bank of Chicago; C. ley with the Atlantic and gulf ports.
Stuart Patterson, president of the
TO WED AUSTRIAN BARON
Western Savings Fund Society of
Chicago, Nov. 20. The wedding of
B.
Anderson, Miss "Miriam
Philadelphia; Frank
Cable and Baron Major
president of the Bank of California, van Hemes of Vienna, whose bethro-tha- l
San Francisco, and L. P. Padgett, of
was announced several weeks
Columbia, Tenn.
ago, will take place tomorrow evenCommittee meetings and a session
at the home of the bride's moth
of the executive council occupied this ing
er, Mrs. Herman D. Cable, in Evans- the opening day of the convention. ton.
The wedding is to be a quiet
The meetings were held at the St.
service and neither bride nor
family
Charles hotel. At 10 o'clock tomorgroom will have attendants.
row 'morning the first of the general
sessions will be called to order in Lite
Athenaeum by President F. O. Watts
of Nashville. The general sessions
will be concluded Friday. The trust
company and clearing house sections
will hold their annual meetings Wed
nesday and the section devoted to
The danger of Rheumatism is in
savings banks will meot Thursday.
in the treatment, or
Interspersing the business sessions temporizing
in
realize the powerful
to
be a
failing
of the convention there will
number of features of elaborate en- nature of the trouble. If the blood
tertainment arranged in honor of the is allowed to remain infected with
viistors by the bankers and business uric acid, Rheumatism soon bemen of New Orleans. A banquet at. comes
chronic, and then if not
the St. Charles hotel, a fete cham-petr- e
checked
it sometimes makes comat City Park, ft polo game at
Audobon Park, excursions to the su plete physical wrecks of its victims
gar plantations and a reception and by permanently stiffening the joints
ball at the French opera house are and seriously interfering with the
among the entertainments that havn bodily nerve force. External apbeen arranged for the visiting banplications will often temporarily
kers and their ladles.
relieve Rheumatic pains, bat do not
The membership of the American reach the
blood, where the cause is
Bankers' association embraces Tacand
to depend entirely
located,
tically the entire financial fraternity
such
treatment
is a very
upon
of the United States. It was fonrted
S. S. S.
dangerous thing to do.
at Saratoga, N. Y., in 1875 at
at which thirty-twstates cures Rheumatism by removing
were represented.
Its growth has every particle of the cause and
been steady and at times very rapii?,
It Alters out
purifying the blood.
the total membership today being up- of the circulation
trace of the
every
wards of 10,000 national, state and
cools
sour,
inflammatory
matter,
savings banks and trust companies
the acid-heatnerves, causes a
and private banking houses.
The present officers of the associa- natural and healthy nourishment
the blood to all muscles,
F. O. Watts, through
President
tion are:
and bones, and perfectly cures
joints
Nashville, Tenn.; first vioe president, Rheumatism in all its forms. S. S. S.
William Livingstone, Detroit, Mich.: does this great work because it is the
chairman of the executive council, greatest of all blood purifiers, acting
Charles H. Huttig, St. Louis; general directly on the source of the disease.
secretary, Fred E. Farnsworth, New Our special book on Rheumatism and
medical advice will be sent free
York) "City;
trJasurer, Arthur Rey- any
to all. S. S. S. is sold at drug stores.
nolds, Des Moines, la.
THE
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ItOOSEVKLT ON TRUSTS
Freedom from the harrassing demands of public office and leisure to
devote himself to studious contemplation of public affairs combine to
present Theodore Roosevelt in a new
and attractive light. Evidently the
former president has given much
thought to the problem of trust regulation, for from his pen come some
sugintelligent and statesmanlike
gestions that cannot fail to Illuminate the subject. According to the
opinion of Colonel Roosevelt, embodied In a signed article in the Out
look, the present method of trying
e
to eradicate trusts by means of
court prosecutions is hope-U-s- s
from the standpoint of working
out a permanent satisfactory solution. "Such action is harsh and
he says, "if the corporation is guilty of nothing except its
size."
That there are good trusts as well
as bad ones, and that merely because
a business is gib it is not necessarily
iniquitous, is the conclusion of the
former president.
He continues:
"The effort to prohibit all combinations, good or bad, is bound to fail,
and ought to fail when made it
merely means that some of the worst
combinations are not checked and
that honest business is checked."
Colonel Roosevelt declares that the
present situation is unsatisfactory
and cannot be put on a permanently,
satisfactory basis unless "we put an
end to the period of groping and declare for a fixed policy,
a policy
which will clearly define and punish
wrongdoing, which shall put a stop
to the iniquities done in the name of
business. We demand that big business give the people a square deal;
in return we must insist that when
anyone engages in big business and
honestly endeavors to do right he
shall himself be given a square deal;
and the first kind of a square deal is
to give him in advance full information as to just what he can, and what
he cannot legally and properly do."
There is still another paragraph
in this remarkable utterance that deserves close attention, for it contains
the very essence of the case. He
It is
writes: "To sum up, then.
practically impossible, and if possible
it would be mischievious and undesirable, to try to break up all combinations, merely because they are large
and successful, and to put the business of the country back into the
middle of the eighteenth century of
intense and unregulated competition
between small and weak business
concerns.
Such an effort represents
not progressiveness, but an unintelligent, and doubtless well meaning
.
.
.
We need to formtoryism.
ulate immediately and definitely a
policy which, in dealing with big corthat behave themselves,
porations
and which contain no menace save
in any
what is necessarily potential
corporation which is of great size
and very well managed, shall aim not
at their destruction, but at their regulation and suirvision."
Surely here is as masterly a contribution to trust discussion as has
come from the opposition, and it is
1
and conservative.
consistently
It is a full swing about from the
su-em-

entire

reforra" propaganda

.struct ion and disruption

of de

STANDARD

of all large
acknowledg-

business, it is a frank
ment of the necessity for stability
and protection to the business Inter
ests of the country, and from such a
source U should have) weight.

DISSOLUT I
PLAN

NEW YORK 8TOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Nov. 20. Depression in

the London market and
pressure
against United States Steel and the
Wabash issues, combined to weaken
the stock market during this morning's trading. The demand was not
large and prices gave way generally,
although the railroad division withstood the attack more successfully
than the industrials.
Short covering
and the evident support for the i
shares were effective in turning
the market upward after the force
of the selling movement had spent
itself.
After some brief periods of hesitation, the market began to improve
more suiW. in the second hour
Copper stocks were purchased on a
steadily rising scale, Amalagmated
Copper,. and Utah Copper gaining a

d

point.

.,'

Reports that some of the interests
were asking 13 cents a pound for the
prod iter encouraged professional buying ot the group. Union Pacific was
pushed across 174 but the operations
in Standard railroad stocks were in
smaller volume than for some .rem.
Various specialties seemed to present
to the
better trading possibilities
professional element for the time beUnited States Steel made up
ing.
the majority portion of decline but
the rest of the list, in common with
this stock became quiet on the rise
with Wabash
Bonds were irregular,
fours weak.
Increasing strength was shown by
stocks, despite the gradual contraction in the volume of business Reading sold a point over last week's close
and Lehigh Valley nearly as much,
Union Pacific touched 174, compar
ed with 173 at the outset. Weatern
stocks generally were neg'eoted but
week's
averaged a trifle above lap
figures. Amalgamated Copper lost
half of its forenoon gain on profit
taking.
The sluggishness of the market led
to stftne selling in the late afternoon
and there also was a moderate
amount i'of profit taking. Union Pacific lrfst a$ of it 9 advance, United
States Stesl $me liack to near the
lowest afid"there wis little left of the
rise in Reading and Lehigh Valley.
Some of the southern stocks were
strong. Atlantic Coast line improved
1, and Louisville & Nashbille and III
The close was
inois Central
weak.

1.

Guerin
and William H.
Booth, Jr., expect to leave tomorrow
on a hunting trip. They have sworn

Frank

beards that they
will nolt return unless they bring
with them a supply of wild turkeys
for the Thanksgiving dinner.
by their .incipient

A mqther.'s meeting of the W. C. T.
U. will be held at the home of Mrs.
C. McReynolds, 1029 Third street, tomorrow afternoon at 2 : : 30 o'clock.

The subpect for the meeting will be
"Mather's Responsibility."
Mrs. Charles W. G. Ward and little
daughter, Harriet, Louise, left yesterday for Albuquerque where they will
be guests of Mr. and Mrs. Don W.
Lusk, for a week or more.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Stern returned last night from a trip to St. Ixnils
and New York where Mr. Stern has

been purchasing goods
Charles Ilfeld company.

for

OIL'S

the

HAS BEEN
MADE PUBLIC; PARENT COMPANY TO EXIST
ONLY AS PRODUCER
New York, Nov. 20. The Standard
Oil plan of dissolution was made public yesterday.
It provides for the

separation of the parent company into 34 distinct organizations, stock in
which will be distributed among the
stockholders of the Standard Oil
Company of Ntw Jersey.
For several months a large force
of expert ac ountants has been at
work on the disintegration and the
enormous labor involved is shown by
to
the fact that it was necessary
choose the multiple 983,383 in order
to provide for the division of the participating interest of one Standard
Oil share into the various units. The
old Standard Oil company will maintain its corporate
entity with Its
Each share
present capitalization.
of the outstanding stock,
however,
will receive a fractional part of the
common multiple as represented by
the parent company's ownership of
Its subsidiaries.
Wall street was figuring at a late
hour the other night what these various units represent in market value,
a
but nobody apparently had found
solution anywhere approaching correctness. The Curb market quotation
at the close Saturday affords the
only standard of value available, and
this merely gives a collective value.
Old Standard Oil stock closed at 630
bid, 645 asked. This has been the
prevailing price for several days
was 320
Standard Oil,
bid, 400 asked, while Standard Oil
subsidiaries had a collective quotation of 300 bid, 400 asked. It will no)
be until the participating shares ar
actually traded in the market that
their value will be determined. It is
make
expected that the Curb will
some effort in the next day of two to
forecast this value in its daily tran
sactions.
A circular
was sent yesterday to
Standard Oil stockholders after the
meeting of the board of directors,
giving a list of the securities each is
entitled to receive.
The stock, with the exception of
the stock of the
Oil
company, Limited, will be ready for
distribution on December 1, 1911. The
stock of the
Oil company, Limited, it was announced, will
be distributed at a later date.
The circular was accompanied by
a blank order which
stockholders
were requested to fill in and sign, the
signature to be guaranteed by two
witnesses.
At the meeting of the directors
Standard Oil declared a double dividend, which consisted of $7 a share
on Standard Oil of New Jersey stock,
and $3.0.1 on each share from
the
Standard Oil of New York earnings.
This dividend of $10. OS compares
with $10 a share heretofore paid at
this time of the year. These divid
ends will be payable December 15.
Beginning with the first quarter of
the new year dividends will be paid
separately by each of the corporations, and a Standard Oil director expressed the opinion that it would be
necessary for congress to adopt in
order to facilitate payment to the
holders of one share of old Standard
Anglo-America- n

Anglo-America- n

Oil stoefc.

The plan of dismemberment caused
Richard S. Hickey, Denver representative for Sargent and company, a great deal of comment in Wall
hardware dealers, was in Iab Vegas street, mostly humorous or sarcastic.
Prominent bankers said it had reductoday on business.
ed the Sherman anti-trulaw to an
Henry Shaw went to Wagon Mound absurdity and that it would go far
this afternoon on business and will re toward influencing public opinion in
turn to Las Vegas tomorrow after- favor of an amendment of the stanoon.
tute. .The opinion was
expressed
that it would result in the creation
II. C. Smith left this afternoon for of a number of new officials
and
Springer on a business trip for Gross enormously increase the expense of
Kelly & Company.
operation, all of which would come
out of the pockets of innocent stock"I wish I could be paid for what I holders. All
this, however, cannot be
know instead of h,eing paid for what determined until the
plan, is put into
do."
"Good
heavens!
Don't you actual
practice.
want to Thake more than 10 cents a
In the mean time there is great unweek?"
easiness among employes of the old
Standard Oil company, who fear that
Marks Would you have courage to She executive offices of
many of the
If some one
go up in an airship?
companies will be removed from New
would repeal the law of gravitation. York to the states In which they are
incorporated. As a matter of fnet, inIf you sketched a thin woman's timations of this kind have already
face would her cheeks be drawn?
been given, as the Standard Oil diWhere indolence is bliss, 'tis folly rectors have decided to conform to
to arise.
the spirit and letter of the decision,
so as to leave no ground for complaint whatever. It is expected that
many employes who live in New
CHICHESTER BRAPILLS
York and its vicinity may be shifted
NIL I
dlM I Aak Tour DranU for i
to other parts of the country, and
Tlrand
Ujto.Ur'l Diamond
nd Void malHc
N IMlIn in Red
some of them have already been preB boxes, seated with Blue Ribbon.
a Take no other. Hut of wr v
paring for this contingency.
AskferCm.CnfcS.TEBS
If Unuslst.
DIAMOND IIRAND PILLS, for M
At the meeting Oliver H. Payne,
l vantivni. I'tstSlfevt. Alw.y. Rellsbk,
SOLO BV DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE for many lyears one of the active for- -
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ces in the Standard Oil company, offered his resignation and it was accepted. No successor will be elected.
It was announced that Col. Payne's
resignation was due to his advanced
age and his desire to retire from ac
tive business.
Secretary Fowler of the Standard
Oil company sent out the following
"warning."
"In view of the many misleading
statements regarding the Standard
Oil company appearing lately in some
of the newspapers and news agency
services statements giving as authority some one variously described as
'
high official,' 'one in touch with the
situation,' and so forth the press
and the public are requested to discredit all statements issued as of
Standard Oil authority unless the
same be signed by an official of the
company. It is especially desirable in
this juncture of the Standard Oil
company's affairs that the truth and
only the truth be known."

TODAY'S MARKETS

PRINCE

FAINTED;

PHOTOPLAY

WHO WOULD

NOT?

THEATER

WITH SIX
BROKEN
D'AR AGON,
RIBS, TRIED TO KEEP HIS
SOCIAL ENGAGENMENTS
New York, November 20. All society matrons who want a titled
who
been
have
husband
and

anxiously awaiting the choice of
Prince Pignatelli d'Aragon, hoping it
might fall on their own
shall hear of the prince's misfortune,
to say nothing of his surpassing fortitude.
When the Prince d'Aragon stepped
from the elevator at the
Monday night, dressed for the opera,
and then fainted dead away in the
lobby, he was prevented from attending the opening of the Metropolitan
ae the guest of Mrs. Clarence Mack-tyy- .

REPEATED

Special Program

CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
It was learned last night that the
Chicago, Nov. 20 Cattle, receipts,
24,000; market steady. Beeves, $4.40 cause of the young prince's sudden
Texas steers, $4.005.70; attack was the fact that he was suf9.10;
western steers, $4.30 7.30; stockers fering from six broken ribs and had
and feeders, $2.905.75; cows and refused to take his physician's advice and remain in bed. The prince
heifers, $1.905.75; calves, $5.50
exhibi8.25.
gave a private steeplechase
Hogs, receipts 52,000; market slow tion two weeks ago, just before leavto 10 cents lower. Lights, $5.756.45; ing Hot Springs, and rode before a
He is
mixed, $6.05C50; heavy, $6.056.55; crowd of fashionable people.
rough, $6.05C.25
good to choice an expert horseman, but on this ocheavy, $6.256.55; pigs, $4.5056.5; casion came to grief.
bulk of sales $6.306.45.
His horse's foot caught as it was
Sheep, receipts
42,000; market taking the last jump and the prince
steady to 10 cents lower; native, $2.50 was thrown. The little group of
3.80; western, $2.653.85; yearlings, watchers ran to his assistance and

Ritz-Carlto-

REQUEST

TONIGHT ONLY

Ritz-Carlt-

$3.754.(i0; lambs, native, $3.505.85; were horrified to see him trampled
western, $;i.755.85.
under foot by his frantic mount be- fore they could reach him.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
As he was lifted to his feet he asKansas City, Nov. 20. Cattle, re- sured them that he was not badly inceipts 21,000, including 1,500 south- jured. He was helped to his hotel
erns; market steady. Native steers, and the next day took the train for
$5.259.00; southern steers, $4.00
Here his physician told
New York.
6.25; southern cows and heifers, $3.00 Kim that a man with six broken ribs
4.S0; native cows and heifers, $2.75 Should
go to bed for at least two
7.00; stockers and feeders, $3.75
weeks.
5.75; bulls, $3,255.00; calves, $4.00
",Well, I stayed one night," Prince
wesrern steers, $4.00 7.25;
7.25;
d'Aragon told a friend at the
western cows, $3.005.00.
"I simply cannot do it any
Hoge, receipts 15,000; market 10c
I am bored to death."
longer,
lower. Bulk of sales, $5.906.45;
When the physician called the next
heavy, $6.406.50; packers and butchPrince d'Aragon told him he
morning,
ers, $6.256.50; Jight, $5.756.30; pigs
had accepted any number of invita$4.005.25.
tions to dinner and the theatre and it
Sheep, receipts 13,000; market 10c was
necessary for him to keep them.
lower.
Muttons, s$2.753.75; lambs,
ideas of punctillious courtesy
His
$4.005.75; range wethers and yearyreYinjkJUsjlalnB otherwise. He
lings, $3.004.75; range- - ewsr-$2.tdid as he wished.
Everywhere debu03.75.
tantes and dowagers and men about
town have been informing him they
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
St. Louis, Nov. 20. Wool steady; should have the pleasure of seeing
him ride at the horse show.
territory and western mediums, 17
"What can I tell them?" the prince
20; fine mediums, 1618; fine 1115.
demanded. "I do not want to say that
I have six broken ribs and be deluged
FIGHTING
NEAR HANKOW
San Francisco, Nov. 20. Fighting with their silly sympathy.
"The other night, however, it was
between imperial and revolutionary
troops began early today in the too much. I could not stand any
northern part of Hankow, according
to a dispatch received from Shang
Hai by the Chinese Free Press. The
dispatch says that the imperial
troops were badly beaten and retired
toward Sai Kan. Small engagements
were reported near Nanking. The
imperial outposts were driven back
into the city. The main engagement
is expected- - hourly.

BY

VITAGRAPH

IN

MONTHLY

this issue we treat

OF CURRENT EVENTS

you to

a

collision

head-o- n

be-

60
tween two locomotives going at a speed
miles an hour. See President Taft at the La Grosse
game; see the games of the American Athletic Association held at Pittsburg, also the National Aviation
of

nights; an actual Are scene, and the Marathon Race at
Goney Island and other events.

Filif

SHOW

7:15 SHARP

more, though as a rule I never sleep
more than two or three hours. One
night's rest I must have opera or no
opera. '
"Faint? No, no," he said, in answer
to a question put to him by a reporter. "I am just tired, that it all. It
is not good form to, disappoint
a
hostess, I know, but this once I
could not help It."

ADMISSION,

10 CENTS

Pablo Lopez of Maxwell came in
yesterday morning on business and returned home this afternoon.
Mrs, N. Wiel, who has been visiting-friendIn Las Vegas, left this afternoon for her home in Ocate.
Miss Adela Armijo, who had been In
Santa Fe attending the meeting ot
the educational association, returned
night night from the Ancient City.

Bias Sanchez of Wagon Mound, superintendent of the schools of Mora
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Snyder, after
county, arrived this morning from
a year in Las Vegas, left
spending
Santa Fe, where he has been attendthis afternoon for Albuquerque wher.
ing the meeting of the educational
Mr. Snyder will open an office as
oj New Mexico.
agent for the Mutual Life Insurance
Maurice Rogensberg arrived this company.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Wright arrived in
afternoon ,rom Lucero, and will open
Las
Vegas last night from Raton in
up a general merchandise and feed
store on National avenue under the their big? Stevens roadster and left
this nornin4 for Santa Fe. Mr. and
firm name of Regensberg Brothers.
Mrs. Wright are making the trip overland from their home in Denver to
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
California where they expect to spend
the
winter. Mr. Wright reports the
LOST Fur neckpiece at opera house
roads, between Raton and Las Vegas
Saturday night. Return to Optic.
to be in fine condition.

Thanksgiving Specials
at Bacharach's
Until December ist

Good

ELECTION
FRAUDS
PROBED
New York, Nov. 20. Justice Scud-de- r
of the Queen county supreme
court today ordered the issuance of
warrants for the arrest of Joseph

Cassidy, democratic leader of Queens
county; William Willette, Jr., candidate lor supreme court justice on the
democratic ticket in the Second judicial district, and Louis T. Walker,
Jr., following an investigation as to
whether certain politicians rceived
large sums of money for Willette's
nomination.

CATARRH

W

superior qualities of our Linens have won us a magnificent

72 inch

As

an in

64 inch
79c

$1.25 Pure Linen per yard

89c

$1.50 Pure Linen per yard

$1.19

$1.75 Pure Linen per yard

$1.39

a

$2.00 Pure Linen per yard

$1.49

E

$2.25 Pure Linen per yard

$1.79

Z

patronage.

ducement, we quote the following prices and feel satisfied they will justify our expectations.

85c Pure Linen per yard

69c

75c Pure Linen per yard

63c

65c Pure Linen per yard

49c

oa-Sr?-

!z o s s

3

The

$1.00 Pure Linen per yard

4.25

ui

Table Linens and Napkins

o.

!

m

2 ?

fc

a

i

a a

q

SI1?

Kill
cx r

HAY FEVER
ELY'S CREAM BALM
Applied Into the. nostrils
Is quickly absorbed.
CiVES RELIEF AT ONCE.

It clennsjs,

soothes, heals and protects the
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh
a. way a Cold ia the Head
and dri
quickly.
Bestores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
It is easy to use. Contains no injurious
drugs. No mercury, no cocaine, no morphine. The household remedy.
Price, GO cents at Druggists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS. 66 Wsrrsn St.. Ntw York
s

i-

-4

Napkins at

1--

5

Off

OFF ALL SUITS, COATS AND DRESSES

n

'THE

STORE

E.LasVecas.

OF QUALITY

.

CIFS

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

The

.Vra. C. W. Coverly reMrnea Satur
day night from a visit in Clovls.
W. N. Rosenthal left yesterday for
Tucumcari on a business trip of sev

Prescriptlonist

JY CAN

from Denver.

WINTERS

DRUG

Wilbur
Uosenwald

Phone Main i

PERSONALS
Maude A. Maec of Gonzales came
in yesterday afternoon on a business
trip.
Eviston of Raton came in
Saturday night from his home in the
Gate City on business.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell returned to
Las Vegas yesterday after a business
trip to Santa Fe and Albuquerque.
George Arnot, of Albuquerque, ar
rived from his home in the Duke
He is manCity yesterday mornlng.
ager of the Gross Kelly branch house
in Albuquerque.
H. D. Barell, fiscal agency for the
with headagricultural department
quarters at Albuquerque, who was in
las Vegas Saturday, left yesterday afternoon for Santa Fe.
E. M.

Oscar L. Gosch arrived Saturday
night from his home in Albuquerque.
Mr. Gosch was formerly
connected
with the Las Vegas Lumebr company
and is well known in this city.
Antonio Lucero, accompanied by his
daughter, Miss Aurora Lucero, who
represented the Normal University in
the oratorical contest in Santa Fe
Saturday night, returned yesterday
afternoon from the Ancient City.
Vincent Truder accompanied
by Thomas Truder, who represented
the Las Vegas high school in the
scholastic division of the oratorical
contest Saturday night in Santa Fe,
returned yesterday afternoon from
the Ancient City.
Mrs.

sni.

a an empovo l
& Son, has gone to :

veys ranch to spend tha wee.

CO.

FIVE

STOP!

V

VERY

The power behind the dough must lie quick and positive in action
it must produce certain, satisfactory results and yet be pure
and wholesome. K C Baking Powder is the scientific com
bination of all these desirable qualities. Hundreds of thousands
of good housewives know that K C has made bake-da- y
a pleas
tire, and we ask you for your own sake to try K. C Baking
Powder at least once. Guaranteed pure under all pure food
laws. Your grocer will return vour money if you are
not pleased. It will solve your bake-da- y
problems,

ar

easily-mad- e

nt

can.

bend tt today.
Co.. Cb-

-

Mfg.

ROBERT

Commencing Wednesday, November

15th, we are going to put on sale
every dresser and chffonler in thia

How to get the Cook's Book Free
The K C Cook's Book, containing- 90 tested,
recipes, sent free upon
receipt of the colored certificate packed in the25-ce-

big store at Strictly Wholesale Prices,
for Spot Cash Only. V ' " - r
$7.90 for solid Oak $10 dresser.
$8.75 for
solid Oak $11 dresser.
$10.65 for a solid Oak $15 dresser.
$14.85 for a solid Oak $19.50 dresser.
And so on right through the line of
dressers and chiffoniers

J5he

Rosenthal

Oprosite

Quinley.
ORS IN ORATORY
Mr. and Mrs. George Freeman, after
a visit of a week with their daughter,
Second place in the collegiate diMiss Jennie Freeman, at the Free- vision
of the New Mexico Interschol-astiman ranch on the mesa, returned to
r--

1

"Boss Pate nt

The Leading Brands of High Patent Flour
by

Charles Ilfeld Company
Wholesalers
New Mexico's Largest

of

these

How Do You Like Your Milk?

IGv Fail

hISIHIbmII

c

She is a forceful speaker and

will enter the contest next year with
the intention of allowing nothing to

deter her from bringing home first
honors. Her subject was "New Occasions Teach New Duties."
First place in the collegiate section
was won by Coburn Cook of the New
Mexico
University of Albuquerque.
Mr. Cook's subject which he handled in a masterly way, was "An Objective Standard of Social Control."
First place in the high school section
was won by Miss Hazel Sparks of
Santa Fe, who spoke upon "The Forgotten Man." Miss Maple Neafus of
awarded second
was
Tucumcari
Her oration was "Famous
place.
Women," to which she did full justice.
Miss Lucero's oration and the
rankings and grades of the judges
will be published in tomorrow's edition of The Optic. Mr. Truder's oration also will be published in the
near future.
ALDRICH PLAN FAVORED.
New Orleans, Nov. 20. That the
Aldrich plan of currency reform
will meet with the almost unanimous
endorsement of the American Bankers' association was the opinion expressed today by F. O. Watts, president of the association, which form-

d

ally opens its thirtyBeventh
convention here tomorrow.

STERILIZING

OVENS

The Ideal Sanitary Dairy
PHONE No, 312

PRESIDENT
OF ASSASSIN

RAMON CACEROS KILLED BY A
POLITICAL MAI MNTFMt. nc.
TJLS NOT KNOWN.

Oratorical association's annual
contest, which was held
Saturday
evening in Santa Fe, was won by
Miss Aurora Lucero, who represented
the New Mexico Normal University.
Miss Lucero made a favorable impression upon her audience. But for
the fact that some unusual confusion
in the hall, which was caused by
careless or intentionally impertinent
persons, Miss Lucero doubtless would
have received first place. The young
woman was slightly unnerved by the
noise and hesitated for a moment in
her delivery, just long enough for the
judges to give her a lower ranking
than she otherwise would have re
ceived.
Thomas Truder, who represented
the High School made a remarkably
good record and many persons who
attended the contest say ithat he
should have been given first. Or at
least, second place. Mr. Truder re
reived one first in thought and composition and two firsts in delivery.
The third judge in delivery, however,
marked him seventh, which made it
impossible for him to win. Truder's
oration was pronounced magnificent
by those who heard it. His subject
was "The Crucible of the Nations,"
which he handled in a scholarly man-

years.

Everyone recognizes the Superiority
brands Even our Competitors

VICTIM

ner.
Miss Luoero has won second place
for the Normal in two consecutive

Handled Exclusive! in Las Vegas

niHH

&

y

OPTICIAN

Try an Ad. In The Optic's
"Want Columns"

Y. M. C. A.

CHAS. LEWIS

annual

FOREIGNERS MASSACRED
London, Nov. 20. A news dispatch
to the Exchange Telegraph company
from Tien Tsin states that the report of a massacre of foreigners at
Sian Fu, capital of Shang Si, is conConfirmation from other
firmed.
is lacking.
sources,
however,
j

Washington, Nov. 20. Ramon
president of San Domingo, was
assassinated by political malcontents
in San Domingp city late yesterday
afternoon, according to reports to the
state department today. No uprising
has yet followed. Cablegrams conveying the news of the assassination filed
last night were delayed In transmis-

TAILOR FOR MEN

SpecialSale

Everything Made at Home.

Before purchasing elsewhere, call and get

prices
Misses'

If the only son of Uncle Sam was
the little millionaire who bought and
paid for the Garden of Allah at the
price that reached the million, what
did the passers by

te

WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN
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Hoffman &

Graubarth
Phone Main 104
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$100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at
least one dreaded disease that sul
ence has been able to cure In all its
stages, and that Is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
now known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing
Us work. The proprietors have so
much faith in Its curative powers
that they offer One Hundred Dollars
for any case that it fails to cure. Send
for list of testimonials.
Address P. J. CHENEY & CO., To-

ledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c

Can't Trifle

Up-to-da-

and Children's
Coats, Suits and Dresses

ft

Glenwood Springs, Colo., Nov. 20.
After deliberating all night a jury in
the district court today returned a
verdict of guilty against Mrs. Mamie
Mitchell, tried for cattle rustling. The
charges were brought by Harris
Brothers of Rifle,, Colo., and the case
was prosecuted by the Grand River
Cattle Growers association.
"Mrs. Mitchell was tried before on a
charge of horse stealing, but the Jury
disagreed, and she was discharged. If
denied the motion for a new trial,
which her attorneys will make, Mrs.
Mitchell may serve from one to ten
years in the penitentiary.

Stylish and

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing

on Ladies',

ALSO
Blankets, Comforts,
Table Linen, Underwear, Qingham, Percale
sion.
In fact everything in
dry goods, shoes arid
WOMAN IS CONVICTED
clothing at the New
OF CATTLE STEALING Store of
MRS. MAMIE MITCHELL OF RIFLE,
COLO., IS FOUND GUILTY BY
A JURY OF MEN,

J. TAUPERT

JEWELER

If we Say It's So, It's So.

Stearns' grocery and ieft es1er-dn- MISS MjGERil WON
V
for Winslow, Ariz., wbyrj lie
live during the winter.
SECOND PLACE
Mrs. William Salisbury
and her
daughter. Mrs. Charles Rieland, drove
in from their home in Wagon Moun.i REPRESENTATIVE
OF NORMAL
yesterday and are the guests of Mrs.
HON- RECEIVES
UNIVERSITY

Vegas yesterday.
V. C. Black, of Denver, riaporllilf
en o- the Seventh division of the PoS--!
tal Telegraph company, left Satur-- '
day night for Albuquerque and El
F..,eo on a trip of inspect.!. 1.
Ray Sena arrived yesterday from
his home ir Alnviqueryue and w'tU
return to the Duke City this afccr-rooaccompanied by his uncle, Francisco Gonzales, who na been a
at the state asylum.
C. A. Morris, chief engineer of the
Santa Fe railroad, accompanied by
Mrs. Morris, passed through Las Vegas this afternoon in Mr. Morris' prion their way
vate car on train No.
from Topeka to the Pacific coast.

ARTISTIC

at

Leo Vear has resigned his pt'Hiti in

I. as

NEVIN'S PURITY GAUDY

BROOCHES AND BELT PINS

nday

f

AT SCHAEFER'S DRUG STORE
AND GET A BOX OF

CHAMPLEVE ENAMEL

the dough

W. Greenwood came in yesterday
afternoon from Wagon Mound and
was in Las Vegas today on business.
T. E. Anderson arrived last night
from his home in Albuquerque and
was in Las Vegas today on business.
Miss Mary Bell of Glirieta arrived
yesterday from her home to make
some purchases in Las Vegas stores.
Lamberto Ortiz, a merchant of
came in yeBterday and will be
in Las Vegas this week on business.
Deputy United States Marshal J. H.
Smith arrived yesterday from Albuquerque, on United States court business.
Mrs. G. W. Wheeler came in from
her home at Falcon Saturday to purchase supplies and will return this
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Welch and son,
Boyd, returned last night from Stuart,
la., where they have been on a vacation trip.
G. C. Backus, manager of R. G.
i Dun & Company
mercantile agency ot
Albuquerque, arrived last night on
business.
I
D. CjTeno,
vbo f.n
i.e. eial
n.crths ha oen telegi-operator
i.ns VVp'i
at (.hapelle,

"Diamond M"
Old Homestead

T, A. AKERS. Mgr

1911.

Power
behind

Mrs, E. E. Johnson and her daughter, Miss Lorna, returned yesterday

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
our
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

20,

REAL DRESSER

The

GUARANTEE

eral days.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

Take Hall's Family Pills for
stipation.

con-
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Want fld.
fiabit

ft
am
.

ft
m

v.
4

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

ft

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round

ft
ft
ft
ft

ft

good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

ft,
&

ft

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

With Nature

Sleeplessness, shaky nerves,
stomach trouble, weak heart,
effects
headaches, etc , are
often caused by coffee and tea

drinking.
There can be no relief until
the cause if it be coffee or tea
is removed.

Then Nature will repair the
damage: and the return to
health can be hastened by us
ing
well-boile-

d

Pi ST 01
the pure liquid food drink

containing the nourishing elements of wheat, including the
phosphate of potash (grown in
the grain) which Nature requires in rebuilding body and
brain,

'There's a Reason"
And it is explained in the little
"The Rod to Wellville la
packages.

book,

Poetum Cereal Co. Limited
Battle Greek. Mich.

Surplus

Capital Paid in

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

M. CUNNINGHAM. President
j,FRANK
SPRINGER, Vice President

ft

V

O.

T. HOSKINS. Cashier

LAS VEGAS

Interest Paid on lime Deposits
A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because
everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other.

op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

TWC
MAN

IN

WHO

PRINTS

STAMPS

Head of Bureau of Engraving Make
Over Eleven Billions of Them
Each Year.

Joseph E. Ralph makes 11,100.000,000
stamps every year. Mr. Ralph la the
bead of the bureau of engraving and
printing at Washington, which prints
all the stamps and the paper currency.
Recently ten poetofflce Inspectors went
to the brueau and checked up the number of stamps printed there within a
month and the total was 1,768,285,000.
The bureau prints an average of
stamps a day. As these pass
through the machine the number printed is automatically registered. Later
the stamps are counted and when delivered to the postoffice department
they are checked up. All the time
that he has been printing these stamps,
Mr. Ralph has never had one unaccounted for.
For many years the stamp contract
was given each year to a private
business concern in New York. One
day the head of the bureau of engraving decided to put In a bid for the
work, and it was so much lower than
the other bids that it got the contract.
It has held it ever since.
Business 4s transacted between th
departments just as It is between individuals. The treasury department
bills the postoffice department for its
stamp work and the postoffice department makes out a voucher which
eventually goes through the treasury

Mildly Censuring Him.
"My goodness !" she says, with a
scowl, "1 think a girl would
Cetty
foolish if she proposed
to a man."
"I should think so, too." replies Ue
Klffldent youth.
"But then I suppose there are some
who are Just simply compelled
flrls the
proposing." she sighs.
After an hour's consideration of
that remark he realizes what she
Veally means. Woman's World.

Expert Judgment.

Dire Necessity.
"Yes, sir. In a year from now this
(amalgamated Balloon stock will be
frrorth J10.000 and I'll sell It to you for

cents."
"If It'll be worth $10,000 in a year
from now, why don't you keep It" your- I

E stray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom rt
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
A. D. Allen, Cubero, N. M.
One sorrel
pony mare,
about 5 years old.
Branded
On right hip
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance oi this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by-- this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

WANT
COLUMN
TE8 FOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER

riSEMENTS
Flv canta per line each Insertion
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
tl mat six ordinary words to a
N. M.
in. Ne ad to occupy less space than 1st pub. Nov. 9, Albuquerque,
Nov. 20, '11.
last
pub.
All advertisements chargtwo line.
ed will be booked at space actually
Estray Advertisement
et, without regard to number of
is hereby given to whom It
Notice
Cash In advance preferred.
vord
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Casimlro Sals, Duranes, N. M.
One yellow mare, 12 years
500 lbs., 10 hands.
Branded
WM
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
Number, Main 2.
Opnc'
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
50 good pullets five or six
WANTED
months old. H. A. Harvey.
Albuquerque, N. M.
lbt. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
A good cook. Wages from
WANTED
Give refer$40 to $60 per month.
Estray Advertisement
ences and previous experience. AdNotice is hereby given to whom it
dress V., Las Vegas Optic.
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
HIGHER CLASS or better paying em- Wesner Bros., East Las Vegas, N. M
One brown horse, 5 years
ployment than that of representing
a leading nursery company is not old, 850 lbs., 15 hands.
to be had. If you are ambitious to
Branded
better your condition, the opporOn left shoulder
tunity lies before you in entering
Branded
our employ. Salem Nursery ComOn left hip
pany, Salem, Oregon.
Said animal being unknown to this
T.oard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
after last appearance of this ad
FOR SALE All kinds of pigs. J. M. days
said estray will be sold
vertisement,
Ackerman, 124 Commerce street
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
FOR SALE 1,000 one and two year
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
old Shropshire rams, all A. No. 1
Albuquerque, N. M.
C. E.
stock.
Hartley, Springer.
'
1st pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
N. M.
To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

10

"Well, you see,

Optic

1911.

Wanted

"Now, children, name some of the
higher class of brutes besides elephants, lions, horses, dogs and so on.
immy Jones, you name one."
"My father's a brute."
"Jimmy. I'm surprised at you! How
en you say such a thing?"
"Well, teacher, that's what mother
mils him."

irr

T5he

20,

To-wi- t:

ANOTHER

need a shave and

a balr

cut nnd I'd be a holy show If I
waited that long." Judge.

For Sate

Not Full of Grief.
"Gladys is very strict In her Ideas
about the appropriate touch In dress."

"Is she?"
r
"So much so that when her
died she would not wear any
half-siste-

But
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Joseph E. Ralph.
of the United States.
Though be underbid the private contractor by a considerable amount the director of the
engraving bureau is making money by
BUCKS FOR SALE 17 head thorthe printing of the stamps.
Estray Advertisement
oughbred Ramboullets and 3 head
Is hereby given to whom it
Notice
F.
A.
thoroughbred
Shropshlres.
IN
COW LIVES
BOVINE LUXURY
concern
that the following de2
Vemay
of
miles
east
Las
Corthon,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
gas.
Swedish Masseur, Shower Bath and
Ralph Goodrich, East Las Vegas, N.
Electric Fan Are Now Among
M.
Her Comforts.
One dark bay male, 12
Not content with a life of ease and
1,000 lbs., 14 hands.
old,
years
inaction, quietly munching grass on FOR RENT Five room house partly
Branded
furnished if desired.
the broad lawns back of the white
Apply 920
On left hip
def
Gallinas.
house, Pauline Wayne II., officially
Branded
signated as the milk producer for the
On left Jaw
president and his family, has been FOR
RENT 5 room furnished flat,
housed in a brand-nestable fitted up
Said animal being unknown to this
with modern conveniences.
511
with every modern convenience.
'oard, unless claimed by owner on or
The stable is situated at a conveNinth street.
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
nient distance from the white house
days after last appearance of this adso
will
Pauline
not
that
grounds,
get
4
FOR
room
RENT
cottage
partly vertisement, said estray will be sold
unduly tired traversing the distance
furnished. Rent cheap. Call 417 by this Board for the benefit of the
twice a day. Pauline's abode is fitted
owner when found.
up with conveniences which usually
Eighth street.
are found only In dwellings for human
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
beings.
TOR RENT Two nicely furnished
Albuquerque, N. M.
The stable is built of brick and
Nov.
1st.
9,
last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
pub.
rooms
cold
hot
with
and
water,
steel. The floors are concrete and the
steam heat, bath, electric lights
walls cement, so arranged that the enand telephone. The Albert Hotel,
tire structure can be flooded with water. There are patent automatic fillPhone Vegas 128.
estray Advertisement
ing feed and watering basins, electric
Notice is hereby given to whom it
lights and a shower bath. And the
may concern that the following deshower bath is for Pauline.
There is little danger from a cold
scribed
estray animal was taken up by
of
the grip except
Every evening Pauline is brought or from an attack
home, rubbed down and masaged by when followed by pneumonia, and this Adolfo Ortega, El Rito, N. M.
One light bay
a special Swedish attendant who will never happens when Chamberlain's
mare, 6
see that the bovine lady does not get Cough Remedy is used. This remedy years, 550 lbs., 4 feet, 5 inches.
extoo fleshy from want of exercise. Fol- has won its great reputation and
Branded
tensive sale
its remarkable cures
lowing this she is bedded in sterilized of colds and bygrip and, can be relied
On right hip
hay and fanned to sleep by an electric upon wth Implicit confidence.
For
Branded
fan.
sale by all druggists.
On left shoulder

."

ALMOST HUMAN.

For Rent

To-wi-

I

Mr. Kicker Some dogs are almost
human.
Mrs. Kicker Yes; they growl over
their meals just as some men do.

s

A Great Relief.
We didn't waste much of our tlm
On either "dry" or "wet,"
But here's the reason for this rhyme,
We're glad It's o'er, you bet!

Fitting Task.
"This Is a raw deal," remarked the
rpeeding motorist as he was conducted
to the inner circle of the Inferno.
"Never mind," Bald the demon,
soothingly, who was escorting him.
"We'll put you where you can soon
be scorching."

To-wi-

Hopeless Case.

Uc

ha
ed

B

tr

d;
h
V
G

Mabel I am Bure he must have THE "CURE" LABEL STANDS
loved her very dearly.
Maude I 6hould say so. He marMakers of Medicines May Falsify All
ried her in spite of the fact that he
Statements Except List of Inafterone
had been out in the rain all
gredients Contained.
noon, was seasick with her, and saw
her unexpectedly at home the mornSweetened water or pills composed
of colored mud may be labeled "cures"
ing after a dance. London Opinion.
and sold as medicine with impunity
under the national pure food and
A Lingering Doubt.
"I wasn't quite satisfied with the drugs act, according to a decision renway the new pilot I engaged for my dered by a majority of the United
Supreme court. Provided there
airship answered me when I asked States
is no misstatement c- - the bottle or
felm how he liked his job."
package as to its contend, the manu"What was his answer?"
"He said It suited him down to the facturer is free to se.l his goods.
The court acknowledged that "In a
ground."
certain sense the statement on the
label was false or, at least, misleadJust Suited.
ing," but it held that the language of
cer"Mr. Marbleman, the sculptor,
the pure food law Is such that the
tainly has a wife he ought toof be proud statement contained therein as to the
an
all
the
Is
She
exemplar
of.
meaning of misbranding "is aimed not

lrtues."
"That's as it should be. A sculptoi
ought to have a model wife."

B
C(

P

IP
&

at all possible false statements, but
only at such as determine the Identity
of the article, possibly including its
strength, quality and purity."

The Real Thing.
young man always
"Gertrude's
Trust Suits on Hand.
Itreats her In such a cold way."
An Indication of Uncle Sam's activ"How so?"
ity in the prosecution of "trusts" was
"Treats her every night to Ice evidenced
In a compilation of the suits
jeream."
now pending under the Sherman law.
cases are now in the
Twenty-sevecourts. They Involve lumber, !ce,
Disappeared.
Artist This is my painting, "YoutD sugar, church seats, milk, meat, bats
In the Melon Patch."
tubs, paving bricks. Incandescent
But where are the
Critic
lights, wholesale grocers, butter, eggs,
box board, steel wire, magazines and
various forms of transportation.
Artist What a foolish question!
n

til

a

h.

mel-ons-

ii
h
tl

?

"Maw," asked Johnny, "who is Old
"Don't you know?"
Probabilities?"
Mrs. Lapslina said. "He's the maa
who casts
the gyroscope of the
weather."

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner oo or
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
chest owner when found.

For pains in the side or
dampen a piece of flannel with Cham
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
berlaln's Liniment and bind it on over
the seat of pain. There is nothing
Albuquerque, N. M.
better. For sale by all drugists.
1st pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
Education cannot create intelligence
but It is a splendid avenue through
which intelligence is expressed.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
For coughing, dryness and tickliug scribed estray animal was taken up by
in the throat, hoarseness
and all
Pedro O. Sanchez; Ocate, N. M.
coughs and colds, take Foley's Honey
une white face cow, 5 or
O. G. Schaefer
and Tar Compound.
fi
and Red Cross Drug Co.
years, 600 lbs.
Branded
On left ribs
Branded
THg
rtn left hln
TO-wi- t:
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Ear mark
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE

V
1st

SANITARY

BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M
pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Not. 20, "11

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
J. R. Hartley, La Plata, N. M.
One red steer, 3 years old.
Branded
On right ribs

THE

LOBBY

RESTAUKAN

T

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AMP REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE

AND

BUSINESS;

ALWAYS

HANDLED

To-wi- t:

SOCIETY

DIRECTORY

Ear marks
Said animal being unknown to this CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4 B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
A. M. Regular
comBoard, unless claimed by owner on or
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visitin
munication first and
before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10
brothers are cordially Invited. Geo
third
Thursday in each
days after last appearance of this adH. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
month. Visiting broth- vertisement, said estray will be sold
Condon, Secretary.
era oordiallv Invited
VX
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Sporleder, Secretary.
NO. 804.
Meets second and fourth
Albuquerque, N. M
1st pub. Oct. 27, last pub. Nov. 7, 1911. LA8 VEGAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
building. Visiting members are cors KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Tues-WOdially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K;
ular conclave second
Estray Advertisement
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
Maat
In
month
each
Notice is hereby given to whom it
day
D.
may concern that the following de sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
scribed estray animal was taken up by Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamrne, Re- MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the forest of brotherly
J C. Shelton. Padarnnl M M
corder.
love at the Fratetrnal Brotherhood
One bay mare, blaze face,
hall, on the second and fourth Fri8 years old.
CHAPTER NO 3,
LAS VEGAS
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Branded
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visitconvocation first Monday
On left hip
ing neighbors are especially welSaid animal being unknown to this W
H la each month at Ma-I)- ! come
and cordially invited.
7:30
p.
sonic Temple, at
L'oard, unless claimed by owner on or
H.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
H. Sporleder,
DENTISTS.
P; Chas.
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold secretary.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
by this Board for the benefit of the
Dentist
NO.
E.
RAN8FORD
O.
2,
CHAPTER
rwner when found.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has phone
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
at office and residence.
Mrs. Agnes M.
Masonic Temple
Albuquerque, N. M.
B.
Tomas
1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 2u, '11.
Matron;
Tripp, Worthy
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. MinerATTORNEYS
va A. Howell,
Secretary. Phone
Estray Advertisement
Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
HUNKER & HUNKER
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
may concern that the following de
NO.
LODGE
1,
scribed estray animal was taken up by EL DORADO
Attorneys at Law.
PYTHIAS
KNIGHTS
Meets Ias Vegas,
OF
New Mexico.
J. C. Shelton, Pedernal, N. M.
t:
every Monday eve
One bay mare, blaze face,
ning in Castle Hall.
10 years old.
MASSAGE
Visiting Knights are
Branded
invited.
cordially
On left hip
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER.
Chas. E. Liebsch- Also 2 unbranded sucklinc colts.
Masseuse and Midwife.
or
Cha n c e
nler,
Said animal being unknown to this
6281
Phone,
purple
Commander. Harry-Martiunless claimed by owner on or
. . ,
918 Lincoln.
Residenc
of
Keeper
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
Manicuring and Chiropdy.
Records and Seal.
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
NO.
LOCAL TIME CARD
by this Board for the benefit of the FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
102 MeetB every Monday night at
owner when found.
their hall in the Schmidt building,
EA8T BOUND
sanitary board,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
Arrive
Depart
o'clock.
1st pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
Visiting members are cor- No. 2
9:16 p. m.
9:10 p. m.
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presi- No. 4.... 11:06 p m
11:10 p. m.
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre- No. 8
Advertisement
Estray
1:25 a. m.
1:15 a. m
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
2:10 p. m.
1:45 p. m
No. 10
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
WE8T BOUND
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first No. 1
Pedro O. Sanchez, Ocate, N. M.
1:45 p. m.
1:20 p. m
Tuesday of the month in the vestry No. 3
One cow, 5 or 6 years,
6:15 p. m.
6:10 a. m.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
500 lbs.
4:50 p. m
No. 7
4:40 p. m.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are No. 9
Branded
7:00 p. m.
6:35 p. m
Isaac Appel,
invited
cordlMly
On left ribs
Charles Oreenclay, SecPresident;
Branded
On left hip
retary.
J. E. Parker, 2021 No. 10th St, Ft,
Ark., says that he had taken
Smith,
Ear mark
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
many kinds of kidney medicine, but
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood did not get better until he took Foley
Said animal being unknown to this
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David Kidney Pills. No matter how long
have had kidney trouble, you will
Hoard, unless claimed by owner oa or
Flint, chief of records and collector you
find quick and permanent benefit by
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
of wampum. Visiting brother
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. Start
days after last appearance of this ad
welcome.
taking them now.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
COUGHING AT NIGHT
I. O. O. F., LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO.
Means loss of sleep which is bad for
owner when found.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at everyone. Foley's Honey and Tar
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
their ball on Sixth street. All visit- Compound stops the cough at once,
Albuquerque, N. M.
relieves the
and dryness in
ing brethren cordially invited to di- the throat and tickling
1st pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11
heals the inflamed memeted. Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T. Ro- brane. Prevents a cold developing ingers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary to bronchitis or pneumonia. Keep alA HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V. Hedg-cock- , ways in the house. Refuse substiThat stops coughs quickly and cures
tutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
colds is Foley's Honey and Tar Comcemetery trustee.
Drug Co
pound. Mrs. Anna Pelzer, 2526 Jeffer
son St., So. Omaha, Neb., says: "I
can recommend Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound as a sure cure for
coughs and colds. It cured my daugh-e- r
of a bad cold and my neighbor,
Mrs. Benson, cured herself and her
whole family with Foley's Honey and
Tar Coir pound. Everyone In our
neighborhood speaks highly of it."
O. G. Schafer and Red Cross Drug
Reg-Mo-

To-wl- t:

ftyfl
lH0

To-wi-

1

1

cattle

To-wi- t:

Co.

A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD
Seems heavier when he ha- - a weak
back and kidney trouble. Fred Dueh-ren- ,
Mall Carrier at Atchison, Kas.,
says: "I have been bothered with kidney and bladder trouble and had a
severe pan across my back. Whenever I carried a heavy load of mall,
my kidney trouble increased. Some
time ago, I Btarted taking Foley Kidney Pills and since taking them I have
gotten entirely rid of all my kidney
trouble and am as sound now as
ever." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

What makes a girl believe in the
brains of a man she loves is for him
not to have any.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets do not sicken or gripe, and
may be taken with perfect safety by
the most delicate woman or the
youngest child. The old and feeble
will also find them a most suitable
remedy for aiding and strengthening
their weakened digestion and for regulating the bowels. For sale by all
druggists.
A girl who marries a man to reform him usually has to support his
children as well.

"I am pleased to recommend Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as the best
thng I know of and safest remedy for
coughs, colds and bronchial trouble,"
writes Mrs. L. B. Arnold of Denver,
Colo. "We have used it repeatedly
and it has never failed to give relief."
For sale by all druggists.

Crystal Ice Co,
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
amonf all
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, article-- of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

!

As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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Everybody Should

If You See It in the

Best Advertising:

in Northern
New Mexico

Subscribe

OPTIC It's So

fle-diu- m

For

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
Do You

Want

ALL THE TELEGRAPHIC NEWS?
Do You

Want

ALL LOCAL ITEMS OF

Then Call Up Hain 2

The Optic Is a Booster
for Las Vegas and

AND HAVE YOUR NAME PUT ON THE
BOOKS

New Mexico

NOTED SPEAKERS
WILL ADDRESS
WOOL MEN
BE
TO
CONVENTION
ANNUAL
MONTH
NEXT
OMAHA
IN
HELD
WILL BE INTERESTING.

Omaha Neb., jNov. 20. When the
sheepmen of the west meet in annual
annual
convention at the forty-eightWool
Growers
National
of
the
meeting
association in Omaha on December
14 to 16, they will have an appor-tunit- y
of hearing authorities on various subjects discuss what is good for
the sheepmen and for the general
public as well.
The program includes prominent
speakers, men who are at the top in
public life. Every conceivable phase
of the wool situation will be discussed
pro and con. Chief among the speakers, who have signified their Intentions of being present are: Joseph
E. Wing, of Washington, D. C, a member of the tariff board. Mr. Wing will
speak on wool growing m South
America. This address, which will be
delivered the afternoon of December 16 will be full of Interesting facts,
relative to wool producing In the
onnthern nart of the continent.
of
Honorable P. J. Hagenbarth
an inhas
accepted
Idaho,
Spencer,
vitation to speak on "Schedule K
and its relation to the Wool Growers."
His address will be one of the features of the convention, for if there is
time that is
anythingi at the present
wool
.commanding the attention of the
It
is
the
country,
of
and sheepmen
schedule K, which deals with the tardoes
iff question in a manner which
not please the flockmasters.
Another topic that promises a lot
Meat and
of interesting data Is "Free
handled
be
will
which
Its Dangers,"
of Fort Worth,
S.
H.
Cowan,
by Judge
Texas.
MonSenator Joseph M. Dixton of
and
"Wool
Growing
on
tana will speak
W. E. Bo- Senator
while
the Tariff,"
h

rah of Idaho, will deliver an address
on Conservation.
Other men, prominent in public
life who will talk to the flocUmasters
are: Dr. A. D. Melvin, of Washington, D. C, chief of the United States
bureau of animal industry; Hon. John
D. Holliday. of Helena. Mont.; Hon. F.
C. Graves, Washington, D. C, chief of
the forester department of agriculture; V. O. Johnson, Shoshone, Ida.;
F. W. Gooding, Chicago, 111.; P. G.
Johnson, Black Foot, Ida.; C. B. Stewart, Salt Lake City, Utah; W. 0.
Stillman, Albany, N. Y.; J. M. Wilson,
M.
Douglas, Wyo.; and Hon. W.
Hays, Washington, D. C, assistant
secretary of the department of agri
culture.
The presence of these men means
that the coming convention will be
the greatest in the 48 years of the
association. This, coupled with the
mammoth sheep show, which will be
in conjunction with the convention,
insures a record attendance from all
over the western states. The sheep
show will be the biggest and best, for
that is the way Omaha does things.
A band of music of 30 pieces has
been secured to enliven things and
whenever there is a minute's rest
from the convention, the musicians
will be there with the harmony, which
so appeals to the members of this
The sheep show management, of
which E. Buckingham, superintendent
of the Union Stock Yards of South
Omaha is the head, is considering the
appointment of judges for the show.
Many prominent men In the United
States and Canada are being consid
ered and the selections will be announced within a short time.

REVOLT

BEGAN YEAR

INTEREST?

AGO

City of Mexico, Nov. 20. Mexico
rd.iv observed the first anniversary
of the beginning of the revolutionary
movement which resulted in the overthrow of the Diaz government and
the election of Francisco I. Madsro
to- - .the presidency.
It was on November 20, 1910, that the first armed
outbreaks occurred. Two days later
Madero proclaimed himself president
of the provisional government.

The Optic Is a Booster
for Las Vegas and
New Mexico

Harvard vs. Yale, at Cambridge,
$50,000 divided Into 500 shares at
$100 each and the stockhojders are Mass.
M. B. Goldenberg, A. D. Goldenberg,
Carlisle vs. Johns Hopkins, at Bal

at

MOUNTED

POLICE

CATCH ALLEGED

MURDERER
MARTINEZ ACCUSJ. ANASTINE
ED OF CRIME COMMITTED
IN SAN JUAN COUNTY

Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 20. Mounted
Policeman Rafael Gomez Is back
from La Petaca, Rio Arriba county,
where he arrested J. Anastlne Martinez, aged 23 years, on the charge
Benavidez on
of killing Onecimo
October 23, no arrest having been
made before. Juan Martines was also arrested
charged with having
knowledge of the crime and not telling any one.
New Gauger for Territories
George Klrkland of Phoenix, Ariz.,
has been appointed to the office of
storekeeper gauger for the revenue
district of Arizona and New Mexico
with headquarters In Phoenix, succeeding J. W. McCormick who was
forced to resign on account Of illness.
Mr. Kirkland's bond was approved by
P. T. Blandy, deputy revenue collector whose office is in San.a Fe.
He has Escaped
The mounted police have received
word that the half Indian with colored blood, who was arrested some time
ago and locked up at TIerra Amnrtlla
as an unidentified bad man has been
found out to be Tom Foley. Foley,
however, broke Jail and now the police want him locked up again. He
is described as 6 feet tall, weinht 160
on his
pounds, with yellow spots
face.
He claims to be a cwpunch- an aaepi at
er.
He is certainly
punching slats and bars from jail
windows.
New Incorporation
Articles of Incorporation were filed
by the Goldenberg Sheep company,
with office at Tucumcari and A. D.
named as
statutory
Goldenberg
agent. The company iB capitalized

Donald Stewart, all of Tucumcari, timore.
Brown cs. Trinity, at
each 100 shares; Ernest Johnson, of
Corona, 50 shares.
Lehigh vs. Lafayette,
For the Treasury
Bethlehem, Pa.
Territorial Treasurer Rufus J. Pa-le- n
Chicago vs. Wisconsin,
has received the following sums
Michigan vs. Nebraska,
Minnesota vs. Illinois,
for the treasury: Dr. T. W. Watson,
treasurer of Lincoln county, $109.15; paign, 111.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Northwestern vs. Iowa,
Gable $55.50.

4--

at

Iowa

every E3akir

It's

City.

4--

CALENDAR

the answer to

at Chicago.
at Lincoln.
Cam

OF 8P0RT8
FOR THE WEEK

..

4

Monday
meeting of the Amateur

Annual
Athletic Union of the United States

in New York.
Annual field trials of the Pointer
Club of America begin at Barzer, N.
C.
Tony Caponl vs. Jack Rodgers, 20
rounds, at Salt Lake City.
Matty Baldwin vs. Joe Mandot, 15

rounds, at Memphis.
Jimmy Carroll vs. Young O'Leary,
10 rounds in New York.
15
Cy Smith vs. Joe Ferguson,
rounds, at Baltimore. '
Tuesday
Wrestling match between Henry
Ordemann and Charley Cutler at Minneapolis.
Annual bench show of the Boston
Terrier Club opens in Boston.
Annual field trials of the International Field Trial club at Ruthven,
Ont,

Sailor Burke vs. Larry English, 10
rounds, in New York City.
Harry Forbes vs. Phil McGovern,
10 rounds, in Brooklyn.
Friday
Joe Germain vs. "Louisiana Kid"
15 rounds, at New Orleans.
Saturday
Eastern intercollegiate
run at Brookline, Mass.
y
Western intercollegiate
run at Iowa City, Iowa.
Football Games
Army vs. Navy, at Philadelphia.
cross-countr-

cross-countr-

y

A

Idaho vs. Oregon, at Eugene, Ore.

"I do not. neiieve there is any other
medicine so good for whooping cough
as Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy,"
writes Mrs. Francis Tnrpin, Junction
This remedy is also unCity, Ore.
surpassed for colds and croup. For
sale by all druggists.

Firer,-Whit- er

Famous

Mo.

STOKES CASE READY
New York, Nov. . 20. Lillian Gja- ham and Ethel Conrad, the "show
girls" who are charged with attempting to murder W. E. D. Stokes, the
millionaire owner of the Ansonla hotel, will be placed on trial this week
in the criminal branch of the su
preme court. The case already has
and
attention
claimed widespread
the trial doubtless will be followed
with much interest. The shiottni? o'
Stokes occurred on Tune 6 last in the
rooms occupied by the two yor.ng
women in an. uptown
aptiiment
The millionaire was hhot
house.
three times and as a result was confor several
fined in the wxoftil
weeks.
The accused girls declared
at the time that Stokes was endeavoring to recover a number of letters he
had written to Miss Graham and that
the shooting followed his attempt to
take them by force. Stokes, on the
that Miss
other hand, maintained
Graham and her friend endeavored to
make him the victim of a blackmail
plot and that he was deliberately
shot when he refused to sign a
check for $25,000.

Problem.

More Urviforrrv
ard
LARABEES
Made

Indiana vs. Purdue, at Blooming- ton, Ind.
Ohio State vs. Syracuse, at Col
O.
4 umbus,
vs. Kansas, at Columbia,
Missouri
4

t

GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress' flour

Providence.
at South

at

99

a

by

GERMAN
.

PROCESS.
.

ROGERS SILVERWARE

COUPON

IN EVERY SACK-- j

Gross, Kelly (H Co.
Distributors

IZfSAsk Your Grocer for It

National
Fabric
Best Rubber Collars and Cuffs
All

Styles.

VltXlr

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to 18 In
Front2!Um.
Back IHIn

altmore

Sizes

Front

to IB&Iil

Back

Distributors

1)4

A

In.
In.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs. or Mors, Each Delivery
1.000 Iba. to 2,000 Iba, Each Delivery
200 Iba. to 1,000 Iba., Each Da II vary
60 Iba. to 200 Iba
Each Da II vary
Leaa Than BO iba., Each Delivery

per 10 Iba.
2Sa par 100 lbs.

ZOc

Mo par
40c par
BOo per

100 lbs.
100 Iba.
100 Iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

EIGHT

See Photoplay ad on page

About Ovir Premiums

LOCAL NEWS
See Photoplay ad on page

We have here one of the many useful articles for the
that can be secured with the Premium Tickets.
Ask to See

White Kitchen installed new coo!:
Meals 25 cents.

No better In state.

The Altar Guild of St. Paul's Mem
orfial church will sell beautiful home
dressed dolls at the fair December 5.

4.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Archdeacon W. E. Warren of St
the wood. Direct from distillery John's Episcopal church in Albuto you. At the Lobby, of course.
querque, will occupy the pulpit of
Paul's Memorial Episcopal church
St
,
Swords and Hearts, Btograph
on Sunday, November 26. Rev. J. S.
exceptionally good, a story of Moore of the Las Vegas church will
the war time in old Virginia. Photo go to Albuquerque and nil the place
of Archdeacon Warren in the Duke
play tonight.
feat-ture-

Screened and ump Raton Cerrillos
L

COAL AMD WOOD
WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL

mimmlm

fj.

Afm

and Kindling

Wood

Q QN D ON

ESTABLISHED

I

H

City.

Squaw, Pathe comedy; and the and the other three single, and her
on Collisslon.
husband, Jesus Maria Romero. Mrs.
Romero was the sister of Santiago
The new opera chairs recently pur- Aragon and is survived by five sisters
chased by the Photoplay theater have and many other relatives who are resarrived and will be Installed some idents of San Miguel and Bernalillo
The chairs will counties. The funeral will occur totime this week.
greatly improve the theater and in- morrow morning from the Church of
crease its seating capacity.
Our Lady of Sorrows.

extra reel, The Head

At the advanced aged of 83 years,
Vicente Chavez, a respected citizen
of Romeroville, died Saturday night
at his home Mr. Chavez is survived
by a number of relatives, among
whom Is Mrs. Jesse Taylor of Las
Vegas.

7

By special request we will run

The

First National Bank

ex-

tra tonight, the Vitagraph Monthly
including the Head on Collision, with
three new subjects, regular change
of program. Tonight is your last
chance to see the Head on Cillision.
Photoplay tonight.

metropolitan aspect was given to
the downtown streets Saturday night
and last evening because of the large
crowds.
Four moving picture shows
were in operation in Greater Las Vegas, three of them on 'the East side
of the river. Splendid programs were
offered at each playhouse and Las
Vegas people, who are absolutely
"batty" on the moving picture craze,
turned out in force to make the best
of the opportunity of seeing something like fourteen reels in one evening. The picture show men did a good
business and the population of the
city went to bed dreaming about head-ocollisions, bull fights, prize fights
and the latest "mellerdrammer."
A

n

The dance to be given by the Fort
nightly crowd and the younger set of
the Commercial club, which, was
scheduled for tonight, jias been postponed until tomorrow evening, owing
to a meeting of the board of directors of the club to be held in the club
r
rooms this evening.

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,

maw

Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

For Sale Five room bouse with
bath and five outbuildings. Three lots.
Everything in good condition. $1,300,
a sacrifice. Easy terms. Investigate.
835 Railroad avenue.

General Banking Business transacted?
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Dr. W. H. Houf wishes to announce
that he has opened an office at 596 1
and avenue for the practice of
medicine in all of its branches. Especial attention is given to the eye,

ear, nose and throat and the fitting
of glasses. Office phone Main 46,
residence, Vegas 342. Office hours
9 to 12 m., 2 to 4 p. m. and by ap
pointment, calls answerer! day or

Our Pride Flour

night

Chop

Bran

The first meeting of the new board
of the Commercial club
of Las Vegas will be held tonight in
the committee rooms of, the club for
the purpose of organization and the
election of a secretary and treasurer
for the club. Great interest is being
taken in the result of this (meeting,
both in the election of the officers and
in the plans for the work and policy
of the club for the coming year. The
new members of the board of directors as elected last Tuesday night at
the annual election of officers are:
Max Nordhaus, Ike Davis, R, J. Tau-perC. W. G. Ward, J. S. Clark,
George A. Fleming,, Hallett Raynolds,
Simon Bacharach, Clarence Iden and
M. Greenberger.
of directors

t,

12-9- t,

Money Saved

For You

IT IS TIME

Your washwoman costs you $1,

Shorts

you were drinking about

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

her dinner, your

soap,

at

this is

$1.75

a week.

We do

Thanksgiving

the work better tor less money.

Dinner

Sheets, 4c; pillow
prices:
cases, 2c; towels, lc; napkins,
lc; rags, lc. Call us up, or ask

We will have every-

GREENBERGER'S

Don't Delay
buying that new overcoat
until the stock is broken.

Just now we have a full and
complete line headed
the celebrated make

The dead leaves and other refuse

that have been littering the Plaza
park since the cold weather of several
days ago were removed today, great
ly improving the appearance of that
popular place. In weather such as
has prevailed yesterday and today
nearly as many people occupy the
seats in the park as in the summer

Here

are

some

of

For the purposes of making photo
graphs of the mesa farmers engaged
in harvesting and threshing
their
crops E. E. Johnson, the land man,
and Will Springer, took J. L Tooker
the photographer today on a Hip to
Mishawaka and Cherryvale. They in
tended to get several
photographs
which will 'be used in illustrating circulars and other advertising matter
devoted to the exploitation of San
Miguel county lands.
Word has been received from Logan, O., that Fred Woods, who left
Las Vegas on August 15, has arrived
at his destination in Ohio after a journey of 2,500 miles on foot. Woods,
who was in the eniploy of the Warner
ranch north of here, made the trip
In good time, considering the fact
that with the exception of heating an
occasional ride on a freight train he
made the Journey hy walking.
Though his clothes were tattered and
torn he was none the worse for the
hike. His experihard
ences on the road are varied and
would make even Diamond Dick or
Henry Desmond sit up and take no
tice. Woods says that he ran across
wild animals of all kinds and sizes,
coyotes, wolves, alligators and one
mountain lion, which he slew as did
the heroes of the Biblical times, but
he came out of all the encounters
without a scratch. Woods Is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Will Dillon in Logan.
cross-count-

LUMBER

ASSOCIATION

TP.IED

Snap and an Individuality
found in no other make.
Copyright Hart ScbarTher lc Marx

Over"

We

"Wmy-ku-

the driver.

"Come in and Look Them

are always pleased to show you.

M.

ORE ENBERGER

MR.. MERCHANT
let us install an Elecin front of
tric
your place of business

Sr

4II

ft

We furnish the sign
on a flat rate. Ask
those who have them;
they will tell you It

pays

LAS VEGAS LIGHT

.

POWER. CO.

Be Prepared to Receive

That Thanksgiving Turkey

You will need a

0

roaster and a large platter and
numerous other utensils and dishes which you can
buy better at our store than elsewhere.
We are showing a new line of dining chairs and
tables. Your Thanksgiving dinner will taste better
if you tone up with a new dining table and chairs.
We will take yout old table and chairs in exchange.

J. C. Johnsen & Son

it is found feasible and desirable. The
matter was referred to the executive
action
council. The convention's
was aeainst the recommendation of
the law committee, to which the mat
ter had been referred.

Something New

&

These coats have a Tone,

FEDERATION FAVORS I AND R
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 20. The Ameri
can Federation of Labor, m convention here today, declared in favor of
the initiative and referendum in the
election of its officers in the event

our low

of

MARX.

st

By playing a waiting game a man
maj get the last word in an argument
with a woman but it is worth while?

by

SCHAFFNER

HART,

y

Detroit, Nov. 20. The Michigan
Retail Lumber Dealers' association,
its officers and directors, today in the
federal court here made answer to
the recent indictmnts charging violalaw.
tion of the permanent anti-truThe answer admits the collection and
dissemination of information concern
and
jobbers
ing manufacturers,
wholesalers dealing directly with
consumers but denies conspiracy, In
timidation and blacklist methods.

If it may be termed a science

The

Science of
Selling

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

Farms

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

k"

thing from the turkey
down.

Cooking Bags

j Give Us Your

JUST RECEIVED AT
The Graaf & Hay ward Co.
a nice assortment

OVERCOATS

starch,

blueing, coal costs 75c more,

your

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Las Vegas

-

-

time.

Mrs. Hacilia Aragon de Romero,
ing and pressing, amounting to $1.50 wife of Jesus Maria Romero, died yesor over. Parisian Dry Cleaners.
terday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
her home on the West side of heart
Program Photoplay tonight: Swords failure. Mrs. Romero was a woman
and Hearts, Biograph; The Question of 57 years and is survived by nine
The
Mark, Edison comedy;
daughters, six of whom are married

4m

CoalSawed

f

ws-slo-

In

Them at

A beautiful handpainted calendar
will be given with every job of clean-

Steam

The regular meeting of the Fraternal Brotherhood will be held tonight in the hall on Fountain Square.
Important business is on the program
and a large attendance is desired.

4.

-

1911.

20,

n
The probate court held a brtei
this morning under the direction
Always get the best at Nolette's
of Judge Manuel Martinez. The will
barber shop.
who died
New program, four subjects: "A of Miss Bertha Hveem,
for
was admitted
"A Trooper's some time ago,
Forest
Romance,"
Tiy a dram of Old Taylor bourbon Heart," "A Daughter of Liberay," and probate.
at the Opera Bar.
"Foolshead is Jealous" at Imp theater tonight and Tuesday.
'Word has been received from Mrs.
Tuesday dinner: : Fried chicken.
Clifford McClanahan at Toedo, statWhite Kitchen, meals 25 cents.
The Ladles' Guild of St. Paul's ing that the condition of her mother,
Memorial Episcopal church will meet Mrs. J. W. Miller, is critical. Mrs.
R. B. Schoonmaker is local agent tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock McClanahan was called to the bedside
for the Northewestern Mutual Life In- with Mrs. Gibson at her home, 713 of her mother the early part of last
Seventh street.
Home surance company.
week.

The Store That's Always Busy

Anthracite Coal, all sizes

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

Store

of cheese, viz:

J.

H.

Order Early

Stearns

PURE THINGS

TO

EAT

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

NEIIFCHATEL,
DE BRIE
FROMAGE DE CAMEMBERT
IMPORTED SWEITZER
BRICK
MILWAUKEE

FROMAGE

Plant Bulbs Now For Easter Flowering

LIMBERGER

Tulips, Hyacinth, Narcissus

EDAM

All

MM

'The only paper Cooking
Bag and Baking Bag for the
American method of cooking-

at
Full Cultural Directions Cheerfully Furnished

PINEAPPLE

i

kitchen.

Price 25 cents

Colors

ROQUEFORT

also a frtsh lot of Dried Fruits, mrckwrrcat Flour
and Cider

Prevents waste, avoids
use of kettles and pans and
eliminates drudgery in the

507 Sixth Slntl

PERRY ONION & SON

BOUCHER'S
one

Afjn 462

(The Coffee Man.)

FACES ACCUSER

ALONE

Kansas City, Nov. 20. By a rule
sought by the state all witnesses but
the defendant in the Dr. B. Clarke
Hyde murder case were excused
from the court room today. Thus for
the first time Blnce Dr. Hyde was
brought to trial he faced his accusers alone. The seat beside Mm
usually occupied by his wife was va

NOTICE

TO

TAX

PAYERS

The first half of your taxes of A.
D. 1911, will become delinquent on
December 1st, 1911, and if not paid
before January 1st, 1912, a penalty
of five per cent will be imposed.
The second half of taxes of A.
1911, will become delinquent on Tune
1st, 1912 and If not paid before July
1st, 1912, a penalty of five per cent
cant
will be imposed on all taxes of that
Immediately after the witnesses de year that may he delinquent on July
parted eSnafpr James A. Reed began 1, 1912.
his opening statement for the proseImmediately after taxes become
cution. Every seat In the court room delinquent, penalties will be imposed
was filled an hour before court open and publication as delinquent made
ed. When Senator Reed began his and consequent sale, as required by
and the law.
speech all of the aisle
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., Novemspace inside the rail was filled by
ber 14, 19U.
spectators.
ETJGENIO ROMERO,
Attorneys for the prosecution to
day denied a rumor that testimony Treasurer and Collector, San MIgciel
regarding cyanide would not be used
County. N. M.
in the trial.
Nov. 15 to 30 Inc.

t.

